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INTRODUCTION.

It has long been realised that chemical reactions

can be classified in two categories - homogeneous and

heterogeneous. The former occur entirely in the gas,

or liquid, phase, while the latter occur partly at

surfaces - such a3 the surface of the containing

vessel, or the surface of dust particles - and de¬

generate into surface reactions when the fraction

occurring in the gas phase becomes negligible. Thus

the two may be easily distinguished by altering the

area of the surface without changing the material or

volume of the vessel; if the reaction velocity re¬

mains the same, the reaction is homogeneous, whereas

if the rate is appreciably altered it is heterogeneous.

In addition, heterogeneous reactions are especially

sensitive to catalysts, or contact agents.

The fact that the decomposition of hydrogen per¬

oxide is sensitive to catalysts has been known practi-
X 1

cally since its discovery by Thenard in 1818 • From

that time onwards the study of the properties and

reactions of hydrogen peroxide has aroused the

interest of many chemists, this being due in no small

measure to its inherent instability, in that it de¬

composes into water and oxygen with great ease, even

at/



at ordinary temperatures. This property, indeed,

renders it no less interesting to the organic chemist

than it is to the physical chemist, as it can profitably

be used in oxidation reactions for two reasonss (a)

it is more reactive than free oxygen, 23.1 k.cals, per

gm. mol. being evolved in its decomposition; (b) it

leaves behind only the common substance water, which

is frequently present in any case. It is little wonder,

therefore, that no year passes but several papers con¬

cerning various aspects of the chemistry of hydrogen

peroxide appear in the annals of chemistry.

In recent years much work has been done on the

kinetics of the decomposition of aqueous solutions of

hydrogen peroxide, mainly in the presence of catalysts

such as metals, alkalis, and light, but, even so, many

problems still remain unsolved. She general trend
*

during the last thirty years, or so, appears to be

towards the use of mere concentrated and chemically

purer solutions. It should be mentioned, in passing,

that the commercial product normally contains some

negative catalyst (such as acetanilide) to inhibit
r

decomposition and ensure a longer storage life.

It is thus useless for quantitative work. Early in¬

vestigators used weak solutions, as the instability of

the peroxide made the production and manipulation of

concentrated solutions exceedingly difficult. During

the/



3.

the last few years, however, a few excellent methods

for the preparation of chemically pure concentrated

solutions, ani even 100$ HgOg, have appeared in the
literature ,S'**

While the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in

solution has been investigated by many workers (vide

infra), so far as can be ascertained only two papers

and one note have been published dealing with the

thermal decomposition of the vapour. This is sur¬

prising in view of the widespread occurrence of Hg0g
in many reactions of which the kinetics have not been

fully established, and the fact that a vapour presents

a simpler medium for investigation than does a solution,

on account of the absence of many complicating factors,

such as solvation and ionisation. Furthermore, the

workers who have investigated the decomposition of the

vapour have not corroborated one another's results -

the only point on which all are agreed is that the

reaction is heterogeneous - and none have employed

greater concentrations than 70$ Ho0o. It can be seen

therefore, that an investigation into the thermal

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide under conditions of

the greatest simplicity is overdue,and the present

investigation was designed to fill that gap.

Historical./



Historical.

As already mentioned# hydro£en peroxide was dis-
1

covered by Thenard in 1818 # the male of preparation

being the action of dilute sulphuric acid on barium

peroxide. It is also interesting to note that he was
g

the first to investigate its catalytic decomposition .

From that time, innumerable papers on the preparation,

constitution, properties and reactions of hydrogen

peroxide have appeared in the literature, so it would

be almost impossible to give a full account of its

history. Several interesting points may, however, be

mentioned•

Thenard gave his newly discovered substance the

name of *eau oxygenee", which seems to be particularly

apt in view of it3 properties. Its formula up till

i860 was given as H0g (water being HQ); in 1865 it
7

is quoted as "HO or Hg0g" - while by 1872 it had be¬
come established as ® An interesting series of

papers dealing with the chemistry and occurrence of

hydrogen peroxide was published in the years around

1880 by Schone, Berthelot and Jjeeds. The subjects

investigated by these authors included (a) the occur-
9

rence of hydrogen peroxide in rain water j (b) the

mutual decomposition of ozone and hydrogen peroxide10;
(o) the mechanism of the decomposition of HgOg in the

11 / V

presence of alkalis j (d) the electrolysis of HgOg j

(©)/



13
(e) the decomposition of aqueous solutions of HgOg •

For the estimation of hydrogen peroxidet iaohone develop¬

ed the well-known permanganate titration* which re -

14
action had previously been investigated by Brodle *

but was now shown to be the moat convenient method for

quantitative work. In addition to this work Bchone

also wrote a brochure in husaian entitled •Kxperimental

Investigations on Hydrogen Peroxide* (Moscow# 1873).

The last subject mentioned above (the decomposition of

aqueous solutions of Hg02) especially# has been the
basis of a great amount of research work from that

time to the present day and# although a satisfactory

explanation for one aspect has recently been suggested
15

by Kioe many outstanding, problems still remain.

A short account of the recent work in this field will

be given below.
7

Watts' ^Dictionary of Chemistry* (1865) # quoting

Inenard* stated tr.at sunlight has no effect on the

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. However# it has

since been well established that the decomposition is
16

accelerated by light - e.g. Mellor states that

•a solution of hydrogen peroxide decomposes when it

is exposed in a quartz vessel to the rays of light from

a mercury vapour lamp [and] the decomposition ceases

when light la extinguished*• The mechanism of this

decomposition has received much attention# the most

important/



important recent papers published on the subject being
15 17 1 a

by Kice , Urey, Dawsey and Hice , Allmand and Style
19 20, 21

Heidt , anl Kornfeld • It would appear that
21

Kornfeld , in her later investigation (1955) has been

able to correlate the mechanism of" the photodecomposi-
22

tion with that proposed by Haber and Weiss for the

decomposition in the presence of iron salts, but in

view of Hice's experiments on the effect of dust
15

particles on the decomposition it is doubtful how

much reliance should be placed on her interpretation.

These mechanisms for the decomposition of hydrogen

peroxide assume that the peroxide first decomposes

into two OH radicals - as mi$it be supposed from its

constitution (vide infra).- This led, in 1942, to
23

an attempt, by Blaedel, Ogg and heighton, to detect

free hydroxyl as an intermediate in several photo¬

chemical reactions. A spectroscopic method utilising

the absorption spectrum of hydroxyl was used, but no

free hydroxyl was detected under their experimental

conditions. From their results, these workers calcu¬

lated that the steady-state concentration of hydroxyl,
-5

if any, was less than 5 x 10 mm. The position at

present is thus rather unsatisfactory.

The catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide
/ R

was first observed by Thenard , soon after its dis¬

covery. Indeed, the reaction which he used for the

estimation/



estimation of the strengths of peroxide solutions was

14 b
the catalytic decomposition by means of blood fibrin .

It would be impossible here to give even a summary of

the huge volume of work which has been published on

this subject (some remarks on recent work are appended

in a later section), but two interesting phenomena are

worth recording.
24a

(1) In 1903 it was observed by Bredig and Weinmayr

that, if hydrogen peroxide is allowed to decompose

catalytically at a mercury surface and samples are

titrated at regular intervals of time with potassium

permanganate solution, the resulting titration curve

i3 sinuous. The same 'periodic decomposition' was

noticed when other substances, such as iodine and

colloidal metals, were U3ed as catalysts and is ex¬

haustively dealt with by Hedges and Myers in their
24b

book on "Physico-chemical Periodicity".

(2) In 1922 another peculiar effect was observed by
25a

Bchwarz and Friedrich, who found that, if a peroxide

solution decomposing at a platinum black surface was

irradiated by X-rays - or even if the platinum black

was exposed to X-rays before immersing it in the

solution - a considerable retardation from the normal

rate of decomposition was effected. The decomposition,

in this case, followed the bimolecular law.

Many/



8.

Many methods of preparation of dilute solutions of

hydrogen peroxide have long been known, but only

within recent years has it been possible to prepare

the pure anhydrous substance# The difficulty has

lain in the fact that it is impossible to distil its

solutions, even in vacuo, without a certain amount of

decomposition occurring. In consecJ.uence, the physical

properties and physical constants of pure Hr.O,. could

not be determined with any accuracy. However, this

gap in our knowledge has now been filled, mainly on

account of the excellent wox*k of Maass and his col-

26
laborators in America, and the properties of pure

peroxide are now accurately known. The history of

the determination of the structure of hydrogen peroxide

is described in a later section.

Only three papers dealing with the thermal de¬

composition of hydrogen peroxide vapour have been

traced in the literature • In 1923 part of a paper by
27

Hinshelwood and Frichard was devoted to the subject,

while a more detailed study was undertaken in 1927 by
28

Elder and Hideal. The most recent - a 3hort note

commenting on several aspects of the latter's results

in the light of their own investigation - was published
29

by Kistiakowsky and Hoaenberg in 1937. These papers

are dealt with in some detail in a later section.
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Preparation of ^Og.
Various methods for the preparation of dilute

solutions are summarised in the following list.
30

(1) It was discovered by Deville that if moist

oxygen is passed through a tube maintained at 2000°
and the issuing gase3 rapidly cooled Hg0g is present
in the condensate,

(2) If water is placed in a tiuartz vessel and exposed

to the ultra-violet radiation from a mercury vapour

lamp, some of it is decomposed into hydrogen and hydro-
31

gen peroxide.

(3) In the electrolysis of water acidulated with

sulphuric acid, hydrogen peroxide is said to be formed
32

at the anode#

(4) The formation of peroxide is also observed when
33

electric sparks are passed through liquid water or

a mixture of steam and oxygen, if the gases are rapidly
34

cooled. It is also formed when a mixture of hydro¬

gen and oxygen is exposed to a brush discharge.35
(5) If the flame of burning hydrogen is allowed to

impinge on the surface of water cooled by ice, hydrogen

peroxide may be detected in the water. It 13 also

one of the products of the hydrogen-oxygen reaction,

and any mechanism proposed for this reaction must take
37

its formation into account. Its formation has

frequently been observed in the slow oxidation of
38

metals.

(6)/



1C.

(6) Ihe most common method of preparation utilises the

chemical reaction between sodium or barium peroxide and

a dilute acid J*2'3
do far aa is known * only on© method whereby a

peroxide of over 90# strength may be prepared in one

operation has been described. In 1932 k'alton and
39

Filson found that if hydrazobenzene dissolved in
o

benzene was treated* in a bomb# with oxygen at 0 G

and 370 lb. pressure per 3$. in. drops of hydrogen

peroxide separated from the liquid. Ihese drops con¬

tained 94# H 0 and the yield was 97# of the theoretical,
2 2

which was calculated from the equation*

CeH5KH.NH.CeH5 ♦ 02 « Ced5.K : K.Cetis * Heo2
Hydrogen peroxide is soluble in several organic

solvents# in which water is insoluble# and this method

and modifications of it (e.g. the work of Hurd and
40

Puterbaugh) may frequently be used for the rapid

concentration of dilute solutions. If concentration

is carried out in this way# however# it is possible

that the resulting peroxide may contain impurities.

In 1920 a method for the preparation of pure
2

anhydrous H O was described by Maass and Hatcher#
#3

who used a crude 3# solution obtained from barium per¬

oxide in the usual way. dhis was concentrated up to

90# by distillation in vacuo# use being made of a special

sulphuric acid evacuating pump# which# in addition to

evacuating/
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evacuating the system, also concentrated the liquid,

the sulphuric acid acting as a desiccating agent.

Further concentration to 100# was effected by fractional

crystallisation.

a rather le33 laborious method which gave higher

yields, but not quite such a high concentration, was

3
evolved by 'Kilpatrick, heiff, and hice, who employed

a crude solution obtained from sodium peroxide and

20# sulphuric acid. This solution was distilled in

vacuo, the distillate being collected in two receivers

in series, the second of which was cooled to a lower

temperature than the first. The more concentrated

peroxide solution collects in the first receiver, that

in the second receiver being very weak. After distil¬

ling over silver sulphate to remove any chloride pre¬

sent, the more concentrated fraction was further con¬

centrated by standing in a v'acuum desiccator over

concentrated sulphuric acid. In this way 88#

was obtained with but little loss by decomposition.

A modification of this method was used in the present

research and was found to be capable of yielding 99#

*2°2-
In 1939 a cyclic process for the preparation of

pure 100# D£0^ was described by FeheV* who suggested
that this method might be profitably used for the

preparation of pure 100# Hg0o for quantitative work.
The/
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The method la an adaptation of the commercial process
41

patented by Pietsch and Adolph, and consists of

blowing DgC vapour through a mixture of X>23°4 ani

KgiSgOs maintained at 70 - 90°C • The resulting mixture
of DgOandDgOg i3 fractionally condensed and the weak
solution of CgQg automatically returned to the starting-
point of the apparatus, whence it is again passed

through the mixture. Xhl3 cycle is repeated until the

required amount of 100$ &2Q2 *3 obtained. It is sug¬

gested that if this method were used for the prepara¬

tion of HgOg the apparatus could be considerably simpli¬
fied, as the amount of Hg0 which can be utilised is
unlimited while only comparatively small amounts of

DgO are available. This method of preparation would
have been admirable for use in the present research,

but, unfortunately, owing to war conditions, the

original paper could not be consulted at the time,

although it was obtained later.

The most promising of the other methods appeared

to be that of Kilpatrick, Keiff and Kice, and, indeed,

with a few modifications it proved very satisfactory,

dome preliminary work on this preparation was carried out

in this laboratory by E. Paterson (unpublished results),

on whose re3ult3 several of the improvements embodied

in the final apparatus were based.
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Constitution.

Before any definite mechanism can be deduced for

the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide it is necessary

to know the constitution of the compound, for the most

probable primary process depends on the structural

formula assigned. This problem of the elucidation of

the structure of hydrogen peroxide has aroused much

speculation, and has prompted the very accurate deter¬

mination of many of its physical constants. The X-ray

investigation of pure solid Ho0o» apart from the dif-«d £j

ficulties arising from its instability and low melting

point (-0.89°C) is, unfortunately, not conclusive, as

the hydrogen atoms are too light to cause much scatter¬

ing. However, the results obtained by this method in

conjunction with interpretations of the values of

various physical constants, such as parachor, dielectric

constant and dipole moment, as well as the Kaman spec¬

trum, the infra-red spectrum, and electron diffraction

photographs, have all confirmed one stx*ucture, so it

may be taken that this problem is now solved.

From a consideration of its chemical properties

three structural formulae have been suggested for

hydrogen peroxides (a) 'dihydroxyl* - HO-jOH; (b)

H^0-»0 ; (c) a co-ordination formula [H(Og)] H.*2
Formula (o) does not seem to have received much re¬

cognition, (a) and (b) being the two generally regarded

as/
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as probable structures, but no definite choice could

be made between them from chemical evidence alone.

Four configurations appear possible for (a):43

H H H

H-O-O-H ^O-O^ ^0-0
Ĥ

Straight Ois-form Trans-form hon-planar form
form (a)II (a)III (a)IV
(a)I

44
Linton and Maass investigated the dipole moment of

hydrogen peroxide in solutions, and found that it had
-18

the valus 2.13 x 10 e.s.u. The molecule therefore

cannot be symmetrical so that formulae (a)I and (a)III

are refutedj (a)II also need not be taken into con¬

sideration, as the dipole moment of this configuration

would be very small, Linton and Maass therefore

favoured formula (b), and suggested that the parachor
45 46

data and dielectric constant measurements supported
47

their conclusion. Theilacker, however, showed that
V

the same data could be equally well accounted for by

the dihydroxyl formula if it were assumed that the

OH groups were free to rotate round the O-O bond. The

question thus remained open, the data then available not

being sufficient to decide in favour of either of the

formulae (a) or (b).
48

Eventually, in 1934, Penney and Sutherland, on

the basis of quantum mechanical calculations, found that

structure/
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structure (a)lV, in which Q (the angle between the

hydrogen atoms and the 0-0 bond) and <p (the azimuthal
angle) are both about 100° was the most probable as

it would be about 10»000 cals. more stable than (a)II

or (a)III. The dipole moment calculated for thi3

structure agreed with that observed by uinton and
44

Maass and this configuration also accounted for the

Hainan lines observed by Venkateswarah49 and Simon and

Peher,50 which could not be explained on the basis of

formula (b). Feh©r*® later made a comparison of the

Haman spectra of pure HgQg» HDQg, and pure °g0g and
came to the conclusion that his results could only be

explained by a structure of the type (a)IV in which $
and j) were in the region of 90°,

Fehe'r and Kl5tzerSia were the first to attempt a

determination of the structure of crystalline Hg0g by
the X-ray method. They found that the crystals had

Laue symmetry and contained four molecules per unit

cell, which had the dimensionss a « 4.02j c = 8.02 1.
51b

These figures were al30 obtained by Katta and Higamonti,

but they thought the most probable space group was
4

or D4 j the only other information which they could
derive from their measurements was that it was probable

that the four atoms of the molecule were not co-planar.

An X-ray investigation into the structure of
52

liquid HgGg was performed» in 1937, by Kandall who
showed/

/
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showed that his results were in accordance with the

structure assigned by Penney and Sutherland, but

suggested that the angles 0 and (j) were probably
o o

nearer 90 than 100 • In 1941 an X-ray determination

of the structure of Hg0g in •hyperol11 (GQ(MHg)2.Hg02),
an addition compound with urea, was carried out by

Lu, Hughes and Giguere*53 The structure of this com¬

pound was determined in the usual way, and it was

found that the urea molecule had the same configuration,

to within experimental error, a3 in the urea crystal.

Assuming that the two hydrogen atoms of the hydrogen

peroxide molecule lay on the two hydrogen bonds by

which it was linked to the urea molecule, they were

able to determine the structure of hydrogen peroxide.

When this structure was worked out it was found to

correspond to that proposed, from quantum mechanical

considerations, by Penney and Sutherland ((a)IV above),

the angle 0 being 101.5° and the angle (j) 106°, which
is in very good agreement with the values suggested

by the proposers ($ - (j) = 100°); and in fairly good
agreement with Feher's values derived from the Haman

spectra43 and with Kandall*s values suggested from his
52 n n o

X-ray study of the liquid. ( " so's. o.90 ) The 0-0

bond length obtained from this investigation (1.46 -

0.03 A.) is in excellent agreement with that obtained

from electron diffraction measurements carried out by

Giguere/
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54

Giguere and iSchomaker, which gave the 0-0 bond the

length 1.48 A. Zumwalt and Giguere55 also investigated

the infra-red spectrum* of hydrogen peroxide vapour.

Their re3ult3 gave a value for the 0-0 bond which was

in close agreement with the above, and, in addition,

excluded the possibility of the peroxide being present

in either the cis-((a)ll) or trans-forms ((a)lll).

It can thus be 3een that all the evidence, most

of which has been obtained during the last decade,

confirms Penney and Sutherland's model for the con¬

figuration of the hydrogen peroxide molecule. This

structure with all the relevant information is de-

picted in Figure X.

explain the formation of Hg0g in the burning of
hydrogen by the 'dihydroxyl' formula, (a), which,

as has been described, is the accepted configuration.

This/
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This difficulty, however, might be fairly easily

obviated on the basis of the results of (ieib and
5®

Harteck (1932)• By the action of hydrogen atoms on

molecular oxygen at the temperature of liquid air,

they obtained an allotropic form of hydrogen peroxide.

This form was stable only below -115°C, at which temper-

ature it changed* with decomposition, into the form

stable at ordinary temperatures. To the modification

stable at low temperatures they assigned the formula
JJ

QjO (i.e, formula (b) above). They state that 'this
H7
seems likely, in so far as an addition of two Ji-atoms
to Og with preservation of the double bond constitutes

only a mild chemical attack,* and this is supported by
» „

Penney and Sutherland,48 who find, by calculation, that

this configuration represents a very unstable form.

Thus, it seems probable that, in the burning of hydro¬

gen, the modification originally obtained is fi^0:0,
Br

but this, being unstable at the temperature at which

it is formed, would immediately revert to the type

stable at ordinary temperatures ((a)IV^).

With regard to the question of resonance occurring

between two or more of the possible structures, little
y 43

can be said, except that Feher, on analysis of his
*

Kaman spectra, postulates a resonance degradation.

The infra-red spectrum, however, gives a type of band
*

which is characteristic of a * spindle-shaped symmetrical

top/
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top molecule that is fairly rigid [and in whichj the
complete rotation of the OH groups about the 0-0 bond

must be strongly hindered, a very different band

structure would appear if there were a free or weakly
t S3

hindered rotation .

Decomposition in Aqueous Solution.

Hydrogen peroxide i3 known to be formed in many

systems of which the kinetics have not been fully

established, e.g., the combination of hydrogen and

oxygen, the photo-reaction between hydrogen, chlorine

and oxygen, and generally those systems in which hydro-
150 67

gen atoms are produced in an atmosphere of oxygen. '
For this reason the kinetics of the decomposition of

hydrogen peroxide in the vapour phase is of great im¬

portance, but, in spite of this, most attention so far

has been concentrated on aqueous solutions, the de¬

composition of which by light, heat and catalysts ha3

been fairly fully investigated. For purposes of com¬

parison a brief account of the work done on each of

these branches is given below.

An excellent summary of the work done, up to 1928,

on the photo-chemical decomposition of hydrogen peroxide

is given by Kistiakowsky in his book - "Photochemical
.58

Processes"« However, much doubt has recently been

cast on the earlier work by Kice's investigation!1926)

of/
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n c

of the effect of dust particles on the decomposition.

Hice found that the rate of decomposition in a "dust-

free" solution (prepared by distillation in vacuo with¬

out ebullition) in the light of a mercury vapour lamp

was very much less than that in a solution prepared in

the normal way, and suggested that the ratio of the

rates should be 1:100, in which case the quantum yield

in the wdu8t-freew solution would be unity. Therefore,

a chain reaction would be unnecessary for the explana¬

tion of the decomposition, the high quantum yields
RQ

obtained by other workers (e.g. Kornfeld found a

quantum yisld of 80 for a 2% solution, while A1Iraand
• 18

and Style observed later that the quantum yield

varied between 500 and 20 with increase in the inten¬

sity of the light) being due to the decomposition of

aggregates of HgOg molecules on the dust particles.
Heidt^9 verified the fact that, with 5,dust-fre9" solu¬

tions and high intensities, the quantum yield approaches

unity (this, incidentally, also substantiates the pre¬

dictions of Griffith and MCKeown^ for high intensities),
while Rice and Kilpatriok have also confirmed the

theory by finding that the rate of photo-decomposition

was proportional to the dust content of the solution,
21

Kornfeld? however, maintains that the effect of

dust particles is only appreciable in concentrated

solutions and has attempted to correlate the mechanism

for/
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for th© photo-decomposition of diaute solutions (leas

than 1%) witii that proposed by Haber and «eissaa for

tii© catalytic decomposition by iron salts* This view

does not appear to be valid» liowever* as itice found

tiiat if two quartz flasks containing 2% solutions* one

of which was dust-free* were placed near a mercury

vapour lamp* the ordinary tigOg solution appeared to
boil while the effect of the light on the other was

unnoticeable• Urey, Dawsey and Hioe,i7in the hope of

obtaining some evidence with regard to the process

occurring on absorption of light* investigated the

absorption spectrum of hydrogen peroxide and its f

vapour* but their results were ambiguous. The energy

of the longest wavelengths absorbed was sufficient to

cause any of the followingt

HgOg * hv m 8CMi HgOg ♦ hv « MUg+ H; Hg0g+ hv m Hg0 * 0.

They favoured the first of these three reactions, and*

as the water bands (due to OH) appeared in fluorescence
o

when the zinc spark lines from 2025 - 2138 A were used

for illumination, they concluded that the reaction

occurring under these conditions wast

a2°2 * " 0ii ( t8*)*
However, for illumination with light of wavelengths

between 8200 and 3000 a they considered the moat likely

process to be s

Hg0g + hv « OH (*¥yx) ♦ OH (apJ/A ),
which/
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which would be analogous to the primary processes occur

ring when the halogens absorb light in the continuous

region of their spectra. They do not, as stated by
19

Heidt, favour the process»

HgOg + hv » Hgo + O,
The decomposition of the peroxide into two OH groups

is the one which appears most probable from the con¬

stitution of HgOg (see above), but, although Blaedel,
23

Ogg and Leighton attempted to obtain direct spectro¬

scopic evidence of the presence of OH as an inter¬

mediate in several photochemical reactions, including

the photodecomposltion of Hg0g, no free hydroxyl was

detected. If it were present, therefore, it must be

at a pressure of less than 5 x 10~®mm. The question

of the mechanism of the photochemical decomposition of

hydrogen peroxide is thus by no means completely solved

but the evidence 3©ems to favour hlce*a view that dust

particles play an important part and full elucidation

of the mechanism can only be obtained by using dust-

free solutions.

The work on the catalytic decomposition of hydro¬

gen peroxide can be divided into two parts - homo¬

geneous and heterogeneous catalysis. As heterogeneous

catalysis will be considered under the thermal decom¬

position, here we need deal only briefly with catalysis

by dissolved substances - auoh as alkalis, acid3 and
62

metallic 3alts. Pana has shown that alkalis, such

as/



as sodium hydroxide, do have a definite catalytic

effect on the decomposition, which cannot be accounted

for on the assumption that the alkali contains small

amounts of iron salts. The effect of alkalis ani
/5f2

acids ha3 also been studied by Wright and Rldeal,

who found that the greatest rate of decomposition

occurred at a pM corresponding to the iso-electric

point for the surface, where, as is practically

a non-electrolyte» the adsorption would be greatest.

This effect thus appears to be due to a surface re¬

action. In 1934 an important paper on the catalytic

decomposition by iron salts was published by Haber
22

and Weiss, who proposed a mechanism, which, they

claim, explains the results obtained and also some

peculiarities which have been observed. Here again

the primary proce33 i3 the decomposition of the H202
into two hydroxy1 groups, one of which is, however,

ionic, as it has taken one electron from the ferrous

ion - i.e.,

Fe" + Hg0g « Fe"* +* OH7*" OH.
They also assume that either a chain or radical mechan-

64
ism is possible. Jeu and Alysa performed an inter¬

esting series of experiments on the effect of dis¬

solved negative catalysts on the photo-decomposition

of &2Q2' ^nteI'Pret their results they employed
the following equation derived from the unimolecular

law:/
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laws

dx _ K( 1 - x)
3T ~ kg *" kC

where dx i3 the fraction reacting in the time interval

at: x is the fraction decomposed in time t: C i3 the

concentration of inhibitort K, k, k2 are constants.

In the derivation of this expression the chain is

assumed to be of 3ome considerable length* which seems

inadmissable from the point of view of Kice's theory.

The expression itself however is interesting from the

point of view of the results obtained in the present

work.

The thermal decomposition, with which we are more

concerned, has also merited much consideration. Two

exhaustive papers on the subject were published in

1914 and 1915 by Lemoine65 and Glayton,66 respectively.

Both these authors used peroxide containing inhibitors

but several of their observations which have since

been further developed may be mentioned. In the inter¬

pretation of their results they both use the unimole-

cular rate equation, although Lemoine,3 unimolecular

constant is very variable. Lemoine observed that

unfiltered air passed through the solution hastened

the decomposition, while with filtered air the increase

in rate was very much smaller - again demonstrating

the importance of dust particles, tie also noted the

effect of surface on the reaction, and made the

observation/
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observation tiiat strong solutions were much more stable

than weak solutions, deducing from this that water acted

as a catalyst. It has been suggested, however, that

what really happens is that concentrated HgOg solutions
have the power of destroying active surfaces for de¬

composition (e.g. of dust particles) and that this

destruction accounts for the increased stability.
66

The results of Clayton indicate that the purity

of the water employed has a great effect on the rate

of decomposition. In some of his experiments he em¬

ployed water from whioh organic matter in the colloidal

3tate had been removed by distillation through a red-

hot quartz spiral, and found that, in this case, the

rate of decomposition wa3 considerably reduced. He

makes the statement that purity of the solvent has

probably more effect on the rate of decomposition than

the walls of the vessel. Thl3 again indicates the

supreme importance of employing dust-free solutions.

The next important advance in the study of the thermal

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide came, in 1926, with

the publication by Hice of his classical paper on the

effect of dust particles.15 In this paper he makes

the interesting observation that the thermal decomposi¬

tion is almost entix-ely suppressed if the reaction is

carried out in dust-free solution and in a freshly

fused vessel, while if a glass surface is roughened -

e.g. by hot cleaning solutions - it becomes very active

catalytically/
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67
catalytically. In the next year JAlce and Keiff

demonstrated that with dust-free solutions a zero

order reaction is obtained, whereas, if tap-water was

used to make up the solution, the reaction approximates

to a unimolecular one. Both these effects have since

68
been corroborated by Williams, who suggests, in add¬

ition, that a silica surface has a number of preformed

•active points* at which decomposition occurs, while

on a glass surface the HgQg itself creates centres of
activity •

Silica gel has been shown to have only a slight

catalytic effect on the thermal decomposition, but thi3
69

activity is greatly enhanced by impurities. A pos¬

sible explanation of this i3 furnished by the results
63

of Wright and Kideal quoted above.(page 23 )

A series of experiments on the heterogeneous de¬

composition of HgOg in heavy water has been described
v 70

by Giguere and Maass, who found the reaction to be

unimolecuiar. From their results, they suggest that

Dg0g is more stable towards catalysts than H20g»
fto special precautions to prevent the access of dust

appear to have been taken.

The results on the thermal decomposition of

aqueous solutions of hydrogen peroxide may be summarised

as follows:

(1) The rate of decomposition depends mainly on the

dust particles and colloidal organic matter present in

the solution.

(2)/
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(2) It also depends on the state of the surface.

(3) In the absence of dust particles and at a freshly

fused surface decomposition practically ceases.

(4) In dust-free solutions the reaction is of zero

order.

(5) In normal ■dusty" solutions the rate of decomposi¬

tion approximates to unimolecular order.

(6) A silica surface appears to have a number of pre¬

formed "active points" for decomposition* while the

peroxide creates its own "active points" at a glass

surface•

(7) The greatest amount of decomposition occurs in

solutions of pH coincident with that required to bring
4

the surface (&•&* of the vessel) to its iso-electric

point.

Thermal Decomposition of Vapour.

In view of the extensive study of the decomposi¬

tion of hydrogen peroxide in solution, it is rather

surprising that so little work has been carried out in

the vapour phase, in which many of the complicating

factors preaent in the liquid phase should be eliminated.

as far as can be ascertained, however, this reaction

was completely neglected until 1923, when it was in¬

vestigated by tiinshelwood and Frichard.2^ They, employed

a method whereby a known weight of 30$ peroxide (Merck's

perhydrol/
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perhydrol) waa introduced into a glass bulb, which, was

then immediately evacuated and aealed off. The bulb was

heated to 76°C., at which temperature the quantity of

peroxide introduced exerted a pressure les3 than the

saturation pressure. The immediately boiled off

and the amount remaining after a certain time was

estimated by breaking the bulb under water and titrating

the solution. This method suffers from the serious

disadvantage that the rate of decomposition of the same

sample at different times cannot be measured, a dif¬

ferent sample having to be used for each determination.

They found the reaction to proceed as a unimolecular

surface reaction, although their unimolecular constant

was rather variable. Glass wool introduced into the

vessel caused the HgOg to decompose almost immediately.
The only other investigation of which detailed

results have been published was carried out by Elder
OQ

and hideal, who investigated the decomposition of

hydrogen peroxide vapour at surfaces of glass, quartz,

platinum and mercury. The apparatus employed was a

great improvement on that employed by the previous*
workers, as it enabled measurement of the amount of

the same sample decomposed at different times, and

thus cut out errors due to variation in the samples and

changes on the surface of the vessel between two runs.

A small measured amount of iigOg (just insufficient to
give/
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give saturation pressure at the reaction temperature)

was introduced into a Vitreosil bulb, and the system

evacuated* After evacuation, a thermostat, set for

85 °J, was placed round the bulb and changes in pressure

at constant volume recorded at suitable time intervals

by means of a liquid paraffin manometric system. The

vapour, on investigation, proved to consist of simple

molecules of peroxide and water, and not of molecules

of a compound hydrate, flo reproducible results could

be obtained with glass, but quartz was found to be

fairly satisfactory. In all their experiments they

observed the phenomenon that the reaction came to an

abrupt end when a small fraction of the hydrogen per¬

oxide present had decomposed, and to get an 'infinity'

reading (corresponding to complete decomposition)

the vessel had to be heated to 300 - 400°C in a Bunsen

flame. From an analysis of their results they came

to the conclusion that, on quartz, the reaction i3 of

zero order, inhibited by one of the products, which,

they suggest, is oxygen. On platinum the reaction

appears to be unimolecular, while at a mercury surface

no trace of a periodic reaction was found - in contrast
24

to the decomposition of a solution at a mercury surface.
29

In 1937 Kistiakowsky and Kosenberg attempted to

verify these conclusions, and published a note giving

results obtained with a 'pure1 70# hydrogen peroxide

solution/
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solution. So far as can be ascertained, no paper

giving experimental data lias yet been published by

these workers, but they say that a static method was

employed. At 85°0 and 98°0 the heterogeneity of the

reaction was again proved - times for fifty per cent

decomposition varying from one minute to thirty minutes,

depending on changes in the vessel surface. In con¬

trast to the observation of Elder and Hideal, no cessa¬

tion of the reaction after a small amount had decomposed

was found. Preliminary flushing out with oxygen is

said to have no effect on the rate of the reaction, but

no indication of the order of the reaction is given.

It has been mentioned above that hydrogen peroxide

is formed in the hydrogen - oxygen reaction, and an
71

exhaustive study of this reaction by von Elbe and Lewis,

in 1942, led to a suggestion for the mechanism of the

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. The scheme con¬

sists of twelve probable reactions, only the first four

of which we need consider here.

H202 + M = 20H
OH + H2 = Hg0 + H

H + O2 = OH + 0

0 «■ Hg = OH + H

In the first equation M could be any molecule present

in the gas phase, or it could represent the wall of the

vessel/
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vessel. Here again the decomposition into two hydroxyl

radicals is considered to be the primary process, but,

in this reaction at any rate, it can be seen that the
,

same net results would be obtained if it were assumed

that the peroxide decomposed into Hg0 and 0, although,
from the constitution, this appears improbable.

Scope of the Present Investigation.

In view, therefore, of the unsatisfactory con¬

dition of our knowledge regarding the thermal decom-
'

position of hydrogen peroxide and the importance of

this reaction in many systems, the present work was

designed to investigate the reaction under the simplest

possible conditions, and to see whether results ob¬

tained in this way could be correlated with those of

previous workers, who had used different methods and

conditions,

To this end the following conditions ?jere imposed:

(a) The decomposition of the vapour was investigated,

a3 this should present an inherently simpler system

than does a solution.

(b) The vapour employed was drawn from a very concen¬

trated solution in order to eliminate, as far as pos¬

sible, any effect of solvent on the reaction.

(c) Low pressures (^1 mm.) were used to minimise any

gas-phase reaction (all previous workers are agreed

that/
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that the reaction Is heterogeneous), and also to enable

employment of an all-glass pressure registering device

which eliminated mercury and oil manometers and any

effect these might have on the system.

The vapour actually employed in most of the ex¬

periments was taken from a 99$ HO solution which
22 <2

was specially prepared and which, according to the
x *7P

data of Giguere and Haass# should give a vapour con-

taining 91$ H, Og. There was then investigated the
influence, on the decomposition, of oxygen, pressure

of HgOg, water vapour, inert gases - suoh as nitrogen,
hydrogen and carbon dioxide - temperature and the

presence of FgOg. Silica vessels were employed through¬
out the work as it was found by Elder and hideal28
that a silica surface gave the most reproducible

results.
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EXPEKIJAEKTAL.

(1) FHKPAhATIOK QF HYDKOGEK PEKOXIDE.

As mentioned in the Introduction (page 11), the

method of preparation of hydrogen peroxide employed in

the present investigation was based on that of
3

Kilpatrick, Keiff and Eiee, and included several

modifications and improvements based on the results

of preliminary experiments. However* as determina¬

tions of the concentration of hydrogen peroxide in

solutions constituted a considerable part of this

section of the work* an account of the method employed

is inserted before the description of the actual pre¬

paration.

(a) Estimation of HgQg in Solutions.

Titration with deci-normal potassium permanganate

solution was employed for estimation of the hydrogen

peroxide content of solutions. The potassium perman¬

ganate used was standardised by the following method,
73

which, it is claimed, gives a very accurate result.

About 0.3 gm. of Analah sodium oxalate which had been

dried at 105°C was accurately weighed into a 600 ml.

pyrex beaker. 250 ml. of a solution of sulphuric acid*

prepared by adding 15 ml. of A.H. concentrated sul¬

phuric acid to 265 ml. of water, boiling for ten minutes

and/
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and cooling to 27° *3°, were added. After the oxalate

had dissolved, 40 ml. of the approximately B/10 potas¬

sium permanganate were added, running in about 30 ml.

per minute, while the temperature was kept at about

27°. When the pink colour had disappeared, the solu-
o o

tion was heated to between 65 and 60 , and the potas¬

sium permanganate run in until a very faint pink colour

persisted for half a minute. The last millilitre was

added very 3lowly, the colour due to each drop being

allowed to disappear before the next one was added.

A blank experiment, omitting the sodium oxalate, was

also carried out.

The normality of the permanganate as determined

by this method was 0.1026 U.

For estimation of dilute solutions of peroxide

(i.e. less than 10$) the usual procedure of direct
74

titration with potassium permanganate was employed,

but when more concentrated solutions were estimated , a

special procedure, worked out by E. Paterson, was

adopted. A weighing bottle about half filled with

distilled water was accurately weighed. 0.05 to 0.10

gm, of the HgOg solution was delivered into the bottle
from a pipette, the lid replaced* and the bottle again

weighed. The contents of the bottle were then trans¬

ferred to a 300 ml. conical flask, containing about

100/
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100 ml. water and 30 ml. dilute sulphuric acid,and the

weighing bottle well washed out into the flask with

distilled water. The solution was made up to about

200 ml. and titrated with the deci-normal potassium

permanganate solution. From the results the percentage

HO by weight in the original solution could be calcu-

lated•

(b) Preparation of a Crude Solution of He0p.

The materials used in the preparation of the

crude solution of hydrogen peroxide were Anal&K sodium

peroxide and 20# sulphuric acid* prepared by diluting

A. E. concentrated sulphuric acid with distilled water*

The sodium peroxide was added in small quantities, with

constant stirring, to a known volume of the acid in a

large pyrex beaker cooled in a freezing mixture, until

an amount equivalent to 95# of the acid had been intro¬

duced. During this process care had to be taken to

prevent the temperature of the mixture exceeding 10°C,
as, otherwise, much decomposition of the HgOg occurred

%

and the resulting solution was very weak. After stand¬

ing for an hour at 0° - 6° C, the crystals of sodium

sulphate decahydrate which had separated were filtered

off, but, as it is reported that these sometimes retain
g

up to 20# of the peroxide formed, they were washed

several times with ice-cold water. The amount of washing

water/
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water used was carefully chosen so that, while removing

the greater part of the peroxide from the crystals, the

solution would not be diluted excessively and the en¬

suing distillation rendered too laborious. In practice

it was founi that the optimum amount of washing water

was approximately 200 ml* for the crystals obtained

from 100 ml* sulphuric acid - an amount which was

found to be the most convenient for one preparation,

and which was always the quantity employed to prepare

a solution for each distillation of the first type*

In this manner a solution containing approximately Q%

%02 was obtained*

(c) concentration ard Purification of the iigQg solution.

Apparatus *

hemoval of the sodium sulphate still remaining in

the solution and further concentration of the peroxide

were effected in one process by distillation in vacuo.

As hydrogen peroxide attacks rubber, and is thereby

liable to contamination if it were to come into contact

with rubber during distillation, the first attempt at

this distillation was carried out in a standard *4uick-

fit* pyrex glass apparatus, in which all connections

were male by interchangeable ground joints lubricated

with Apiezon grease h* In place of the normal single

receiver, two were connected in series and the apparatus

was connected tiirough a sulphuric acid trap to a

&oLeod/
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McLeod gauge and an oil-pump. This arrangement, how¬

ever*, proved unsatisfactory for two reasonsi (a) leaks

tended to occur, which were difficult to locate on

account of the large number of ground joints; (b) the

smallest receivers which were obtainable (100 ml.

flasks) were too large for the small amount of concen¬

trated peroxide obtained.

To eliminate these difficulties, there was next

constructed an apparatus consisting entirely of soda-

glass, in which ground joints were employed only when

absolutely necessary. It was found, however, that,

if tire condenser was placed at the conventional angle,

the final fraction of the distillate - which was the

most concentrated in - tended to adhere in droplets

to the walls of the condenser and could only be removed

by passing hot water through the condenser. This

caused considerable decomx>03ition, which had to be

avoided if at all possible, and it was found that the

difficulty could be overcome by replacing the sloping

condenser by a vertical one. The apparatus In its

final form is shown in figure II•
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Figure II«

The delivery funnel, F, was sealed into the neck

of the specially constructed distilling flask A, which

was of 250 ml. capacity, and the side tube of which was

connected by means of a standard interchangeable ground

Joint K to the top of the vertical condenser.

Keceivers B and 0, which were of 15 and 10 ml. capacity

respectively, were also connected to the apparatus by

interchangeable ground joints and were duplicated, so

that as little interruption as possible be made in the

distillation when the receivers had to be changed.

If duplicates were not available the warm liquid in

A would decompose considerably when open to the atmos¬

phere while the distillate in B and 0 wa3 being melted

and/
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and' transferred from tne tubes - the distillate fre*i-

uently froze in the receivers, especially in U (see

below). D was a sulphuric acid trap, which, as well

as acting as a desiccator for the vapour, also
3

prevented thickening of the oil of the pump, and E

a trap cooled in a solid GO -ether freezing mixture.

The trap E was originally inserted because, after a

distillation had been naming for some time, the

temperature of the sulphuric acid in D rose consider¬

ably, with the result that some vapour escaped absorp¬

tion and condensed in the cool tubing further along

the apparatus. As this is liable to corrode the

mechanism of the pump, it had to be frozen out In E,
..

It was later discovered, however, that, if D was

cooled in ice-water and the sulphuric acid replaced

a few times during the distillation, the trap E was

unnecessary. Evacuation was carried out by a Genoo

Hyvac oil pump and the pressure in the apparatus at

any time could be determined by a Macheod gauge con¬

nected at G. U was a three-way tap, on© oponing

of which was open to the atmosphere, so that, in

changing the receivers, the distilling part of the

apparatus could be connected to the air while the

vacuum in the other part remained undisturbed. All

taps and joints were lubricated with Aplezon grease L.

For a second distillation, the volume of liquid

to/
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to be distilled being email * the distilling fla3k was

replaced by a specially constructed tube shown in

figure III. The ground joint K was the same size a3

that on the side tube of the distilling flask, and

fitted into the socket K at the top of the condenser

(fig. II). In this case it was observed that the

Apiezon grease, which was originally used tp lubricate

the joint, tended to become very fluid and flow down

into the condenser, causing a leak and, possibly, some

decomposition of the peroxide vapour. The joint was

therefore made with Picein wax, which was found to be

very satisfactory.

K

FldUhE III

The/
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The apparatus for the final distillation was con¬

nected to the apparatus in which the decomposition was

investigated (vide infra). The first model which

was employed utilised distillation into two receivers#

greased taps during distillation. It was found# how¬

ever# that the amount collecting in the second receiver

was negligible and that the greased taps caused con¬

siderable decomposition# so the apparatus was simpli¬

fied and the final modification is shown in figure IV.

FIGUitE IV.

The distilling tube B was fitted at it3 top with

a ground joint A of the same size as that at the top of

receiver/

as previously# and the vapour had to pas3 through
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receiver B in figure II, so that these were inter¬

changeable. Only one receiver, 0, was employed, and

a sulphuric acid trap D, for concentration purposes,

was attached by a T-joint to the tubing between the

distilling tube and the receiver. The whole apparatus

was connected to the oil-pump line of the decomposition

apparatus (figure V). The joints were lubricated with

Apiezon grease i>, and the Cenco Hyvae pump was used

for evacuation.

Experimental Procedure.

The distilling flask, receivers, and condenser

(figure II) were first of all washed out with distilled

water and dried by evacuation with the oil-pump. Air

was then admitted to the apparatus up to the tap J.

The trap 0 was disconnected, sufficient concentrated

sulphuric acid Introduced to bring the level of the

acid about half an inch above the bottom of the de¬

livery tube, and the trap replaced. D was then immer¬

sed in ice-water and the part of the apparatus between

H and the oil-pump again evacuated. A large boiling-

tube containing a mixture of ice and water was placed

round B, while 0 was immersed in a freezing mixture
o

of ice and 3alt (temperature about - 15 C ) contained

in a Dewar tube. Thus G was cooled to a lower tempera¬

ture than B in accordance with the procedure of

Kilpatrick,/
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3
Kilpatrick, heiff and Bice. about 100 ml. of the

crude solution were then introduced into A through the

funnel F, the tap of the funnel closed and the whole

system slowly evacuated. At this Juncture great care

had to be exercised as the liquid in the distilling

flask froths and "bumps* and, if the evacuation was

too rapid, some tended to "bump* over into the re¬

ceivers before the actual distillation commenced. Thi3
»

frothing also explains why the liquid could not be run

In while the whole apparatus was evacuated. On com¬

plete evacuation the frothing practically ceased, but

bubbles of gas were more or less continually evolved,

owing to decomposition of the peroxide. The distilling
flask was then immersed in a water bath containing cold

water and the water heated to 50°, at which temperature

the first fraction distilled over. The pressure in the

apparatus during a distillation, as measured by the

McLeod gauge, was approximately 0.02 mm. Hg.

When receiver B was full, the vacuum in the dis¬

tilling part of the apparatus was broken by allowing

air to enter through H. The water bath surrounding A

was removed, and receiver B and, if necessary, receiver

C were replaced by duplicates. The amount of liquid

collecting in 0 was normally mutch less than that in B,

and thus it did not require replacement as often as

B - usually once for every two changes in B. When the

receivers/
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receivers had been replaced the apparatus was again

slowly evacuated and the process repeated. If the

change-over of the receivers was carried out expedit¬

iously# it was sometimes possible to re-evacuate the

system without cooling the iiquld in A, but frequently

A had to be cooled in ice-water while the evacuation

was proceeding, or the liquid would "bump* over into
i

the receivers. In either case it was advisable to

cool the water-bath to at least 25° before replacing

it round the distilling flask to proceed with the

distillation.

The entire distillation wa3 performed in this way,

the contents of the distilling flask being made up to

approximately 100 ml. each time about 50 ml. had dis¬

tilled over. The concentrated sulphuric acid in the

trap D was replenished several times during the course

of the distillation. When the volume of liquid in A

became small and some crystals had separated in the

distilling flask the temperature of the water-bath was

gradually raised to keep the liquid distilling over at

a reasonable rate. It was found that this gave a higher

concentration than if the distillation were allowed to

proceed more slowly at a lower temperature. Kventually

the crystals in the distilling flask appeared dry, and

at this point the receivers were changed for the la3t
o

time, the temperature raised to 95 - 100 and the last

fraction driven off the crystals. I'hi3 fraction was

found/
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found to be the most concentrated In H2Q2 - see table
I (page 63 ) in which the concentrations of each frac¬

tion for a complete run are tabulated,

it may be mentioned here that it was found neces¬

sary to employ duplicates of the receivers in the above

distillation for two reasons*

(a) The distillate frequently froze in the receivers,

especially in 0, and if no duplicate were available,

considerable time would be lost while the distillate

was being melted and transferred to another container.

A3 indicated above, for highest concentrations, the
'

whole distillation should be carried through as rapidly

as possible.

(b) Each fraction wa3 analysed, and, if the fraction

were transferred to another container in order to re-
"

place the receivers quickly, considerable decomposition

occurred on contact with the fresh surface so that the

observed concentration was not that of the original

fraction.

3
It has been reported that the peroxide prepared

in this way is liable to contain a trace of chloride,

presumably arising from the reactants. In the present

case also, a very slight trace of chloride was found

to be present and was removed by distillation over

silver sulphate, as recommended by Kilpatrick, He iff
3

and Kice. Aa only the two final fractions collected

in/
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in
in Keceiver B^the previous distillation, had any con¬

siderable concentration in HgOg, the four final frac¬
tions from two of the above distillations were employed

in this distillation. The volume to be distilled was

thus small (20-30 ml.)# so the distilling flask wa3 re¬

placed by the tube shown in figure III and described

above, dome crystals of 3ilver sulphate were intro¬

duced into the dry tube# the hydrogen peroxide solution

(which had a concentration of about 30#) added, and

the tube fitted in place of the distilling flask. The

distillation was carried out as before, but the re¬

ceivers were cooled in solid C0g-ether freezing mixtures#
so arranged that C was at a lower temperature than B.

The temperature of distillation was again raised from
o o

about 50 to 100 as the liquid became more difficult

to distil. The tube wa3 kept in the boiling water for

about 5 mins in order to drive over some of the very

concentrated solution which had collected at the top of

the distilling tube. As the volume to be distilled was

3mall, the fractions collected wer6 of a correspondingly

small volume (about 2 - 3 ml.). The first few fractions
*

were again found to be dilute (<10# - see table II),

but the la3t two fractions collecting in B were very

concentrated (the last normally being over 80#).

In order to concentrate this peroxide still further

a final distillation was performed in the apparatus shown

in/
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in figure IV, and previously described. The apparatus

was first of all washed out with distilled water and

thoroughly dried by evacuation with the oil-pump. The

vacuum was broken and the tube B removed. The two most

concentrated fractions from the previous distillation

were mixed in the receiver containing the most concen¬

trated one, and this receiver was fitted on at the

ground joint A - B in figure II and B in figure IV

being interchangeable, as described above. Jhis pre¬

vented decomposition due to transference to a new

vessel. Keceiver 0 was surrounded by a solid C0g-ether
freezing mixture, the distilling tube immersed in a

water-bath, the tap to the sulphuric trap D opened,

the whole system evacuated, and the distillation started.

As only about 8 - 0 ml. was to be distilled, the frac¬

tions, in this case, each consisted of about 2 ml. of

liquid. The optimum temperature of distillation was

found to be about 60° at the beginning, the last

fraction being distilled over at about 78°. As in the

previous distillation the tube was immersed in boiling

water for about 5 min. at the end of the distillation

to heat up the tubing at the top of the delivery tube

and drive over some of the concentrated peroxide which

had condensed there. It was again noted that a higher

concentration was obtained if the distillation were

carried out quickly than if it were allowed to proceed

more/
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more slowly at a lower temperature• at the end of the

distillation the tube from which the liquid had been

distilled was replaced by a clean dry glass tube and

the receiver C» which contained the last fraction, was

employed as reservoir for the HgQg for the ensuing
experiments on the decomposition.

The results obtained in a typical distillation of

this kind are given in. table III (page 69 ), and some

remarks on the preparation are appended under the

heading "Discussion* (page 76 )•
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II. PBOQitfOSITIOM OP HYDKOUEN PEtiOXIDE VAPOUii.

Apparatus.

The system employed for investigation of the

thermal decomposition of hydrogen peroxide vapour is

shown diagrammatically in figure V• The part of the

apparatus to the right of tap I, is that depicted in

figure IV, the function of which has already been

described* heoeiver C acted as reservoir for the

concentrated peroxide, the preparation of which has

been described in the previous section. Except when

the H^Ofj had to be liquefied to permit withdrawal of
the vapour, this reservoir was kept Immersed in a

solid COg-ether freezing mixture in order to maintain
the peroxide in the solid state and so minimise de¬

composition. The entire apparatus, with the exception

Figure V.
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of the reaction vessel, was constructed of soda-glass,

and all taps and ground joints were lubricated with
»

Apiezon grease L. The quartz reaction vessel V was

cylindrical in shape with optically plane ends, and

wa3 directly connected by capillary tubing and the

ground joint J to the spring of the all-glass Bourdon

pressure gauge G, movement of the pointer of which was

observed against the eye-piece scale of a telescope T.

This gauge was calibrated by introducing dry air into

the vessel through the tap Tg and noting deflections of
the pointer for various pressures, as measured by the

manometer read in conjunction with the standard

manometer Mg. These manometers also served for measure¬
ment of pressures of gases introduced into the system

when the pressures employed were in excess of those

which could be read-directly from the gauge. The

reaction vessel employed for most of the experiments

described below had a volume of 31.35 ml. and a capil¬

lary stem of 2 mm. bore: another vessel employed later

was of 21.74 ml. capacity with a i.5 mm. capillary stem.

For experiments performed in the presence of '

phosphorus pentoxide, a 3ide tube with a ground joint

was fused to the capillary tubing just above the joint

J • The PjgOg was placed in a small tube which fitted
on to the ground joint. As this part cf the apparatus

was added specially for this set of experiments, and

was/
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was removed after their completion, it is not shown

in figure V•

The Bourdon gauge was maintained afc a constant

temperature by water syphoned from a thermostat run¬

ning at a temperature of 26.4° - 0.02°C. The tempera¬

ture of the gauge jacket, as read by the thermometer

M varied slightly according to the room temperature,
+ o

but was kept constant to within • 0.1 for any one

run. The maximum variation of temperature of the

jacket between runs performed during the winter months
o

and those performed during summer was 1 , and this

in spite of the fact that the connecting tubing be¬

tween the thermostat and the gauge was insulated with

asbestos string and the jacket itself by insulating

felt. It can be shown, however, that 3uch a varia¬

tion would have no appreciable effect on the calibra¬

tion of the gauge at the pressures employed, so long

as the temperature wa3 kept constant for any single

run.

Experiments were nox*mally performed with the

reaction vessel maintained at a temperature of approxi¬

mately 80°C, which was effected by immersing the

vessel in a thermostat running at that temperature,

but for some runs at high temperatures (up to 150°C)
the thermostat was replaced by an electric heater.

The thermostat, although difficulty was originally

experienced/
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experienced in getting a sufficiently accurate control#
■i* n

was accurate to - 0.15 , while the temperature of the

electric heater was found to be easily controllable by
+■ 0

hand adjustment of a rheostat to - 0.3 > or less,

These temperatures "were registered by an accurate

mercury thermometer immersed in the thermostat, or

placed centrally in the furnace. The latter was con¬

structed in two similar parts to facilitate intro¬

duction of the reaction vessel, and consisted of two

heating coils wound on glass formers, the whole system,

enclosed in a metal cover, being well lagged with

asbestos paper and string, enabling preservation of the

necessary steady temperature.

Oxygen, hydrogen and other gases were stored in

glass bulb reservoirs and were introduced into the

system through the tube indicated in the 3ketch. As a

source of water vapour the tube E containing distilled

water was employed. The entire system could be evacua¬

ted to a residual pressure of 0.00.13 mm. Hg. by means

of a filter pump and a Oenco Hyvac pump. A mercury

vapour pump which, backed by the oil-pump, was used for

one set of experiments reduced the pressure in the

apparatus to 0.00025 mm. Hg. These pressures were re¬

corded by a McLeod gauge.

Purification/
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Furifloation of Gases,

All gases employed were taken from cylinders ani

were purified as described below, to eliminate any

impurities - especially oxidising or reducing agents -

which might cause undesirable effects,

t

Mitrogen,

The purification train for this gas i3 shown in

figure VI. The gas was bubbled through distilled water

and then passed over reduced copper gauze heated to

700°C in a pyrex tube. This treatment was employed to

remove oxygen present, as it has been stated by Elder
28

and Kideal that oxygen retards the reaction. Any

condensable vapours were then removed by passing the gas

through two traps cooled in solid COg-ether freezing

m.ure VI,
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mixtures. These traps were insulated, as far as pos- »

sible, from the hot tube by an asbestos screen.

The first supply which was used was bubbled through

concentrated sulphuric acid, instead of distilled water,

and was passed through only one freezing trap. This

supply, however, was found to have some undesirable

effect on the vessel, as runs carried out after its use

showed some anomalies - e.g. an abnormal decrease in

pressure at the beginning of a run - which were not

present previously. By replacing the sulphuric acid

with distilled water, Inserting two freezing traps

instead of one, and passing the gas through slowly

(1 to 2 bubbles per sec.) these anomalies disappeared.

The amount of condensate in the second trap was very

small, but observable, so it would thus appear that

the two traps are required for the necessary removal

of condensable vapours.

Phosphorus pentoxide was not employed for drying

any of the gases for two reasons*

(a) Intensive drying was not necessary as some water

was always introduced along with the peroxide vapour -

the vapour being drawn from an aqueous solution,

(b) PJ3- was found to be a powerful catalyst to the2 5

reaction, and it was feared that some might be carried

into the system along with the gas.

Oxygen./
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/

Oxygen.

This gas was freed from any undesirable impurities

by the train shown in figure VII. The procedure in this

case consisted of bubbling the gas through distilled

water, passing it through two gas wash-bottles contain¬

ing alkaline potassium permanganate solution and dilute

sulphuric acid respectively, and removing condensable

vapours, as before, by means of two solid 002-ether
freezing traps. The only impurity likely to be present

after this treatment is nitrogen, and that only to a

very small extent.

Figure VII.

»
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Hydrogen.

The Hydrogen employed was purified in the same way

as the oxygen - i.e. it was pasaed through distilled

water, alkaline permanganate, dilute sulphuric acid and

two solid COg-ether freezing traps, after this treat¬

ment the only likely impurity is a small amount of

oxygen, which was not considered important, as a little

oxygen - from decomposition - is always present when

the HgOg is introduced, and, further, small amounts of
oxygen had been shown to have a negligible effect on

the reaction.

Carbon Dioxide.
75

According to Farkas and Melville this gas, as

supplied from a cylinder may contain as impurities,

Og, Kg, CO, HgS and SOg» She purification train em¬

ployed therefore consisted of four gas wash-bottles

containing respectivelyi alkaline potassium permanganate

solution, sodium bicarbonate solution, copper sulphate

solution and concentrated sulphuric acid, along with

the two freezing traps. It was observed that the gas

did not freeze out appreciably in the traps if it were

kept flowing at a moderate rate. This train should

remove any Impurity which would be likely to have any

undesirable effect.

Water/
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Water Vapour.

As previously mentioned, the water vapour was

drawn from a reservoir E (fig. V) which contained dis¬

tilled water and was attached to the oil-pump line.

Under the oil-pump vacuum this gave a pressure of about

12 mm. of water vapour at room temperature.

Experimental Procedure.
76

It ha3 been shown by Maass and Hiebert that the

saturation vapour pressure over a solution of 99.98$*
hydrogen peroxide is 0.55 mm. at 4.65°Cj 1.1 mm. at

15.2pCj and 1.5 mm. at 20.1°G. As the pressures of

vapour used in the present investigation were of the

order of 1 mm. (see page 31), it can be seen that

these could be obtained from a 99$ solution at room

temperature. Furthermore, the composition of the vapour

over peroxide solutions of various concentrations over
o o

the temperature range 30 - 00 C has been investigated
\ 72

by Giguere and Maass, who showed that the percentage

composition of the vapour over a solution of a certain

strength at 30° was approximately the same as that over
»

o
the same solution at 60 • They also showed that the

percentage of hydrogen peroxide in the vapour over a
♦

solution was less than that in the solution. From

their graph it appears that a 98$ molar Hg0g solution
(i.e./
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(i.e. 99# by weight - see page 94 ) yields a vapour

in which the concentration of peroxide is 91# molar.

Thus, by taking a sample of the vapour over a 98#

molar HgOg solution at room temperature, one should
obtain approximately 1 mm, pressure of a vapour which

has a composition of 90 - 91# HO, 10 - 9# water, and

a 3light amount of oxygen, which is always present on

account of decomposition. The criteria previously

mentioned (pages 31-32) for a simple system would

therefore be satisfied. This, in short, was the method

employed in the present investigation.

To perform an experiment using the apparatus shown

in figure V the procedure was as follows. The entire

system was evacuated, first of all by the filter pump

and then with the oil-pump. This precaution was neces¬

sary, for, if evacuation were carried out entirely by

the oil-pump, the pumping speed was so rapid that there

was danger of the pressure in the reaction vessel dif¬

fering from the pressure in the gauge jacket (due to

difference in path and capillary tubing) by an amount

sufficient to fracture the gauge (normally about 5 mm.).

The gauge and vessel only ?/ere then evacuated for a

period of approximately 45 min., during which time the

freezing mixture was removed from the reservoir C,

thus allowing the peroxide to melt and come to room

temperature. Taps Tg and T^ were then closed and tap T^
opened/
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opened,connecting the reservoir directly to the oil-

pump. Tap T5 to the sulphuric acid container D was

always opened immediately the peroxide in C had melted#

This served to remove water vapour formed by decom¬

position of some HgOgf and hence conserved the concen¬

tration of peroxide in the solution.
■

When the gases above the peroxide had been removed

(some decomposition always occurred and an appreciable

amount of gas wa3 present after the solution had been

standing at room temperature for a few minutes) the

tap Tg was closed. After about 30 sec. tap Tg wa3 also
closed# the zero reading of the pointer taken, and tap

Tg opened. The movement of the pointer of the gauge

was observed, and when the pressure in the vessel had

reached the required value, taps Tg and T^ were closed,
the reading of the position of the pointer on the eye¬

piece scale of the telescope T observed,and the time

noted by a stop-watch. When this had been done the

freezing mixture was replaced round reservoir C.

Readings of the position of the gauge pointer were

subsequently taken every five minutes up to thirty

minutes from the introduction of the Hg0£ and there¬

after every ten minutes. These were the time intervals

normally adhered to, but they were altered if conditions

rendered it necessary. The "infinity" reading -

corresponding/
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corresponding to complete decomposition of the peroxide

- was observed after leaving the HgOg in the vessel
overnight. On re-evacuation the zero reading for the

gauge pointer was again checked to eliminate errors

due to any accidental change in the telescope or gauge

position between the fir3t and final readings,

When a gas, such as oxygen or nitrogen, was intro¬

duced along with the the method was sligntly modi¬

fied on account of the fragility of the gauge and the

most satisfactory procedure was found to be as described

below. The hydrogen peroxide was introduced into the

reaction vessel and the initial readings of pressure

and time observed as before. Tap Tg was opened, the

vapour present in the tubing removed by evacuation with

the oil-pump for l| minutes, and tap Tg again closed.

Taps T^, T7 and Tg were then opened and some gas intro*
duced into this part of the apparatus so that there was

a slight excess of pressure in the gauge jacket over

the pressure in the vessel. This is necessary to pre¬

vent some of the vapour in the vessel escaping when tap

T3 was opened• Tap T3 was opened and the gas entered
the vessel equalising the pressures on the two sides

of the gauge. At the same time more gas wa3 slowly

introduced into the system until the required pressure

was established. All taps were then closed, the pres¬

sure/
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pressure of gas read from the manometric system M^, Mg»
and the reading of the gauge pointer on the telescope

scale noted. The time taken to perform the entire

operation varied with the pressure of gas introduced »
C h,a.K2«.s

but was normally 4-7 rains. Thereafter pressureAin the

reaction vessel were recorded as above.

This procedure wa3 modified slightly in the case

of water vapour, where the small pressures introduced

were accurately read directly from the gauge and were

balanced by introducing dry air into the gauge jacket

through the tap Tg.
In view of the 3mall pressures employed, and also

the small volume of the capillary tubing, no correction

was considered necessary for the vapour swept back into

the vessel on introduction of gas.

Calibration of the Gauge.

Before performing any experiments the gauge had

to be calibrated 30 that differences in scale readings

on the telescope scale could be converted into pressure

differences in mm. Hg. The method employed has already

been described (page 50). as the gauge had to be as

sensitive as possible to small pressure changes, a

difference of pressure of 5-8 mm. (depending on the

sensitivity) between the spring of the gauge and the

jacket/
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jacket was sufficient to cause fracture so great care

had to be taken to prevent trie pressure difference

exceeding this value.

The method of calibration i3 3hown by the following

table in which is given a complete calibration for low

(c. lmm.), medium (c. 300 mm.), and high pressures

(c. 600 mm.). It can be seen that the variation in

sensitivity over the entire range is negligible.

Low Pressures•

Gauge headings Manometer readings Sensitivity

Initial Final Initial Final Ho. of scale
Scale Scale divisions

divisions divisions mm. mm. per mm.

89.6 8.9 759.8 754.0 13.9
94.7 6.0 758.9 752.6 14 .1
91.9 6.9 758.5 752.5 14.15

Mean Sensitivity of Gauge at now Pressures = 14.05 3.d./mm.
♦ .

Medium Pressures.

94.3
94.1

5.9
7.0

427.9
428.0

421.6
421.8

14.0
14.0

Mean Sensitivity of Gauge at Medium Pressures=l4.0 s.d./mm.

High Pressures.

s.d. s .d. mm. mm. Ho.of s.d ./mm.

92.8 5.8 114.6 108.4 14.0
93.3 7.6 115.1 109.0 14.05
95.0 6.2 115.0 108.7 14.1

Mean Sensitivity of Gauge at High Pre3sure3=14.05 s.d/mm

Smallest recordable pressure change = "Jq 3*d. = 0.007 mm.Hg.

Other/
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Other gauges employed had sensitivities of 54.1 s.d,

per mm., 27.0 s.d. per mm. and 23.0 s.d# per mm. It was

found possible to read, the eyepiece scale of the teles¬

cope to 0.1 s.d. which gave the lowest observable change

of pressure for the above gauges as 0.002 mm., 0.004 mm,,

0.004 mm. respectively. The pressures were therefore

calculated to the third decimal place in the case of

the la3t three gauges, and to the nearest 0.006 mm.

in the case of the first. In ail cases a smooth curve

was drawn through the points obtained by plotting

pressure against time, and from this curve pressures

could be determined fairly accurately to 0.001 mm. Hg.

Determination of Concentration.

As two molecules of the reactant decompose to

give three molecules of product according to the

equationi

2HQ = 2H0 + 0
2 2 2 2

the net result of decomposition at constant volume is

an increase in pressure as the reaction proceeds. This

increase in pressure will be equal to the amount of

oxygen formed and half the amount of water formed.
«

At complete decomposition the pressure in the reaction

vessel, at constant volume, should - in the absence of

any disturbing effects such as adsorption- have in¬

creased/
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increased by an amount equal to one half the partial

pressure of hydrogen peroxide originally present in the

vapour. Ihus, assuming that all the peroxide had de¬

composed when the "infinity" reading was taken (about

20 hours after the commencement of the reaction) and

knowing the initial pressure of vapour introduced, the

"molar percentage" of in the original vapour should

be given by the equation:

H*Z02|m = g(P*£0~ P0> X 100 U>
where pQ = initial pressure of vapour

Poo = pressure at complete decomposition.

In the presence of phosphorus pentoxide thi3 equation

becomes:

IV*] - =
as poo 'is the pressure of oxygen generated by com¬

plete decomposition of the peroxide, the water having

been absorbed by the Pg05. It 3hould be mentioned,
however, that on account of an adsorption effect

equation (1) had to be ,slightly altered as described

later (see Discussion, page 104).

Furthermore, assuming that no oxygen is originally

present in the vapour (this is not strictly accurate,

as a slight amount of decomposition always occurs during

introduction of the vapour), and knowing the original

concentration of Hg0g in the vapour, the initial total
pressure/
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pressure and the pressure at any given time, the amounts

of oxygen, water and hydrogen peroxide present in the

vessel at that time can be determined by a simple calcu¬

lation. The amounts of oxygen and watex* as calculated

in this way are likely to diverge slightly from those

actually present - the partial pressure of Og will be

slightly higher than that calculated and the partial

pressures of HgO slightly lower, but the sum of the
true partial pressures will be equal to the sum of the

calculated pressures - while the concentration of

peroxide will be correct. If the procedure described

above (page 58) is carried out expeditiously, however,

the amount of oxygen present in the original vapour

should be very small and may be neglected (see Discussion

page 107 ) .

As an example of the method employed, a detailed

example of the calculation of concentrations of water,

oxygen and hydrog;en peroxide is appended i-

Initial concentration of hgOg = 84$
Initial pressure of vapour = 0.741 mm.

84
Partial pressure of HgOgin original = 0.741 x 0212•

vapour = p.ggg mm.

Partial pressure of H„0 in original = 0.741 - 0.622 mm.

vapour (assuming no decomposition
had occurred) = 0.119 mm.

t*

Total pressure at 10 min. = 0.819 mm.

Increase in pressure = 0.819 - 0.741 mm.

= 0.078 mm. •
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Partial pressure of oxygen at 10 min. * Q.Q78 mm.

Pressure of water formed = 2 x 0.078 mm.

= 0.156 mm.

Partial pressure of HgO at 10 min. = 0.119 * 0.156 mm
~ °»^75 mm.

Partial pressure of HgQg at 10 mln. = 0.622 - 0.156 mm
= 0.466 mm.

Each run was analysed in this manner* and tables

constructed showing the amounts of oxygen, water and

hydrogen peroxide present in the vapour at convenient

time intervals. Graphs showing the variation of total

pressure, and partial pressure of hydrogen peroxide with

time were also constructed.

In order to interpret the results of experiments

with added gases, the method had to be slightly modi¬

fied, In this case, as can be seen from the procedure

described above(page 60 ) no measurement of the amount

of decomposition occurring while the gas was being

introduced, i.e. during the first five minutes or so,

was possible, also, the absolute pressures of vapour

in the reaction vessel were not recorded by the gauge

system after introduction of the added gas - the read¬

ings observed only gave increases of pressure due to

decomposition of the peroxide. The interpretation of

these results was therefore carried out in the following

manner. The scale readings of the gauge pointer with
t

i'&spect/
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respect to time were plotted oil a graph, and the smooth

curve drawn through these points was extrapolated to

zero time. This point was taken a3 the pressure of

vapour originally present and pressures corresponding

to the other readings were then calculated on this

basis, a slight uncertainty about the extrapolated

portion of the graphi is naturally inherent in this

method, but by careful comparison with graphs obtained

without the added gas this uncertainty can be cut down

to a miminium.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

I. PREPARATION OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

In the following three tables are shown detailed

analyses of the results obtained in eaoh step of one

complete concentration of a hydrogen peroxide solution.

Table I refers to distillation of the crude solution,

table II to distillation over silver sulphate, and

table III to the final distillation. In table I the

concentration of the liquid collecting in receiver 3

(figure II) was so small compared with that in

receiver B, that estimation of all the fractions was

not considered necessary.

Table I.

Concentration of HgOg in the crude solution = 5.8$.

Fraction. Concentration, in
Receiver B»

Concentration in
Receiver 0.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.14$
0.19$
0.25$
0.33$
0.63$
0. 68$

> 0 . 30$

2.5 % 0.7 %

9

11.8 %
68.3 %
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fable 11.

Oonoentr&tion of solution before distillation = 28% HgGg*
4 Concentration in Concentration in

J_1 naoelver B. (ooelver 3«
1 2.8% 0.4%
2 3.1%

0.3%
3 4.1% '
4 4.9% 0.4%
5 * 11.6% 1.3%
6 56.7% 2.6%

Insufficient for
7 95.8% analysis.

*3*1 • •

Concentration of the solution before distillation = 70%

fraction. Wt. of soln. Vol. of 0.1Q25H Concentration.
analysed KMn04 re$d.

1 0.1361 gsu 29.20 ml. 37.6%
2

. 0.1123 gra. 59.00 ml. 91.8%

(a) 0.0508 gra. 28.80 ml. 99.0%
3

(b) 0.0596 go. 33.89 ml. 99.1,

Volume of "''rantion 3 = 1.5 ml.

>/&
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II. fljaSOhigQSrriON Q? X&RQjLliJit VAPOUR.

For convenience the experimental results are

classified below; details of and conclusions from these

results are appended under the heading *Discussion"

(page 95)• At the head of each table is given the

relevant information regarding the conditions under

■which the experiments were carried out#

In all tables the following symbols are used:

jHgO^Jm for initial "molar percentage" of In the
vapour;

jHgOgj ^ for initial partial pressure of HgO^ in the*
vapour;

for partial pressure of HgOg at any time;
for partial pressure of HgO at any time;
for partial pressure of time;

for initial total pressure;

for corrected initial total pressure (see

pages 99 -106);

for final total pressure ("infinity" reading). .

The suffix "(exp.)" denotes experimentally

determined values, while "(oalc.)* refers to calculated

values. /

M
Po

I
Po
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Composition of the Vapour.

Table IV.

Large Reaction Vessel (Volume = 31.35 ml#).
Concentration of in Solution = 78.4j£ molar.
Concentration in Vapour = 39

(according to Giguere and Maass )

Hormal Determination P205 Determination

Po ?0 Poo Hr2°ji m Po Poo [H2°£]m
mm. mm. ram. % mm. mm. %
1.18 1.15 1.37 38 0.93 0.20 43

0.97 0.94 1.23 37 0.90 0.16 36

0.96 0.91 1.07 35 0.75 0.15 40

0.92 0.89 1.06 38 0.61 0.12 39

Mean 37^ Mean 39^
Difference between results by two methods = 39% - 37%

Effect of Oxygen.

Table V#

No Added Gas Present. Large Reaction Vessel.
Temperature of Reaction Vessel = 82.20°G.
Temperature of Gauge = 25.85°C. {^2^2]m =
■Experimental. Values from Smoothed Curve.

Time Pressure Time Pressure [?2°2
min. ram. rain. ram * mm. ram*

0 0.693 0 0.693 0.554 0 .139
5 0.711 5 0.716 0.508 0.185

10 0.737 10 0.738 0.464 0.229
15 0.759 15 0.759 0.422 0.271
20 • 0, 778 20 0.778 0.384 0.309
25 0.793 25 0. 794 0.352 0.341
30 0.808 30 0.809 0.322 0.371
40 0.830 40 0.831 0.278 0.415
51 0.848 50 0.848 0.244 0.449
62 0.867 60 0.862 0.216 0.477
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Table VI.

8.3 mm. Oxygen Added. Large Ro&Qtion Vessel.
Temperature of Reaction Ye8381 = 81»92°0.
Temperature of Gauge = 26.2Q®0. Jj?2^i| rs =

Experimental. Values from Smoothed Curve,

Time Pressure Time Pressure [?2°3 CH2°]
min. mm. min. jam. mm. an.

0 0.689 0 0.689 0. 550 0,139
4 0.711 5 0.712 0. 504 0.185

10 0,734 10 0.734 0. 460 0.229
16 0.756 15 0.755 0. 418 0.271
20 0.774 20 0.774 0. 380 0.309
25 0.789 25 0.790 0. 348 0.341
30 0.804 30 0.805 0. 318 0.371
40 0.822 40 0.827 0. 274 0.415
53 0.845 50 0.843 0. 242 0.447
77 0.874 60 0.857 0. 214 0.475
88 0.882 70 0.869 0. 190 0.499

80 0.879 0. 170 0.519

Table VII.

4.3 mm. Hitrogen Added, Large Reaction Vessel.
Temperature of Reaction Vessel = 82, cPoCM

Temperature of Gauge =■ 25. 50 O. p2°2 m 85$.

i2#xp © t* x in©n t# sX • Values from Smoothed Curve,

Time Pressure Time Pressure ga°2
min. mm. min. mm. mm. mm.

0 0.659 0 0.660 0. 560 0.100
5 0.6S2 5 0.683 0. 514 0.146

10 0,704 10 0.706 0. 458 0.192
15 0.723 15 0.727 0.426 0.234
20 0.749 20 0.746 0.388 0.272
25 0.763 25 0.764 0,358 0.308
30 0,782 30 0.780 0. 320 0.340
40 0.801 40 0.803 0.277 0.383
50 0.819 50 0.820 0.240 0.420
60 0.830 60 0.833 0,214 0.446
75 0. 853 70 0.844 0.192 0.468
90 0.863 80 0.854 0,172 0.488

90 0.862 0.156 0.504
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offeet of Hydrogen reroxid®.

Table VU1.

Large Revoti on Vee ?oJ • Temperature of Veeeel = 80° 1.

Temperature of Gauge — 25.503*
Lartial Pressure of ' 'ator Vapour = u.350 mm.

po

%
Iftffl

mm*

Rate (exp*}

mm*/min.

Rate

[«£§
Rate

§*«
a. Rate(oalo.)

Essj./jsin*

lw,tl.
Rate (halo*)

1*150 82 0.800 0.0350 0*044 0*055 0*0352 0.995

1*140 70 0*790 0.035c 0.044 0*056 0*0343 1.02

1*050 68 0.700 0.0265 0.038 0.054 0.0270 0*93

q<?788 84 0*435 0*0102 0*024 0*055 0*0102 3l.qo

0*741 84 0*391 0*0088 0*022 0*058 0*0034 1u05

0,740 80 0.390 0*0085 0*022 0.056 0.0064 3L.01

0*650 77 0.300 0*0052 0.017 0.068 0*0050 :1.04

CJurve on graph and Rat®(eale#} in above table

oaloulated frora the equations

Rate = 0".Q55[H£0^Ja
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i

' of Water Vapour.

Table IX.

Large Reaotion Vessel. Temperature of Gauge = 26.30°CJ.
Partial Pressure of HgOg = 0.400 mm.

Temperature _ , v RateCexp.)
of Vessel !?23 Sat9(sxI"> Rate(oale.) Rate(oalo.)

°2 mm. rvn./min. rma./min.

82.10 0.284 0.0085 0.0086 0.99

82.20 1.281 0.0065 0.0066 0.985

82.20 3.289 0.0047 0.0042 1.12

81.70 5.289 0.0029 0.0029 1.00

Ourve on graph and Rate(oalc.) in above

table calculated from the equation:

Rata = ■■ 0>PgSl
(1 + 0.15 [HgOj )2

I
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I# PftEPAKATIOK QF HYDKOGKN PEROXIDE.

Although an adaptation of the method of Kilpatrick,
3

Reiff and iciioe has been used for the preparation of

the concentrated solution of hydrogen peroxide employed

in the present investigation, it may be observed that

the ultimate aim haa been entirely different in each

case. The original method was devised as a means of

obtaining a high yield of a fairly concentrated chemi¬

cally pure solution of hydrogen peroxide in water, and

no emphasis appears to have been laid on the time taken

to effect this result, while in the present case the

purpose has been to prepare a very concentrated chemi¬

cally pure aqueous solution of hydrogen peroxide in a

convenient manner which was neither excessively time-

consuming nor too laborious, and no special emphasis

was laid upon yield3, although, in the interests of

economy, it is of course necessary that the yields

should be as high as practicable.

On commencing this work therefore, it was thought

that, of the two methods then available, the most

promising was that of Kilpatrick, Reiff and Rice - the
o

other was that of Maaas and Hatcher (page 10), details
/ A

of the method of Feher (page 11) not being then known.

The reasons for this preference were that

(a)/
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(a) no special intricate pieces of apparatus, such as

the sulphuric acid evacuating pump employed by Maass and

Hatcher, were necessary,

(b) the 'double distillation* effect (vide infra)

should render the process reasonably rapid,

(c) several preliminary experiments testing out this

method had been performed in this laboratory by E.

Paterson, who showed that the method was capable of

development to give greater concentrations than those

reported by the original investigators.

The preparation of the cruie solution (page 35)

was carried out in the manner detailed in the original
3

paper. The main point to be noted in connection with

this is the need for careful control of temperaturej

if the temperature exceeded 10°C during any part of

the process considerable decomposition occurred.

If reasonable precautions were taken this part of the

procedure proceeded smoothly without an undue amount

of decomposition.

With regard to the distillation, the original

method Is rather ingenious and lias, in the main, been

adopted here. Instead of the normal single receiver,

two were employed in series, the second being cooled

to a lower temperature than the first. This had the

advantage that a "double distillation" was effected in

the one apparatus, i.e. during the normal distillation

some/
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some of the solution in the first receiver w&a distilled

over into the second, thus concentrating the solution

in the first.

The amount of liquid collecting in the second

receiver depends on two factors - (a) the amount of

condensate resulting from the second part of the dis¬

tillation, which should be small as this occurs at a

low temperature (0°C); (b) the proportion of the vapour

which escapes the first trap but is condensed in the

second and which should also be small, but will largely

depend on the rate of distillation. Under normal con¬

ditions therefore both these factors should be small

and it would be expected that the volume of liquid

collecting in the first receiver would be considerably

greater than that in the second. This was actually

found in practice (page 43).

In addition it was always found that the liquid in

the second receiver was much mox*e dilute than that

collecting in the first. Her© again the factors which

determine the volume in the second receiver are in¬

volved. The first of these would cause the solution

to be much more- dilute, because the vapour pressure of

water at 0°C is much greater than the vapour pressure
76 ♦

of hydrogen peroxide while it would be expected that

any condensate due to the second would have approximately

the same concentration in both receivers, as the re¬

sultant/



resultant concentration was considerably less, it can

therefore be deduced that little vapour escapes con¬

densation in the first receiver and that most of the

liquid in the second receiver is due to distillation

over of the liquid in the first*

The entire distillation is, indeed * based on the

difference between the saturation vapour pressures of

water and hydrogen peroxide - saturation vapour

pressure of water at 50°C is 92.5 mm., while that of

flo0g is only 11 mm. The net result if no complex with
a lower vapour pressure is formed is, therefore, that

the water vapour tends to come over first accompanied

with very little hydrogen peroxide while the solution

being distilled becomes more and more concentrated in

Ho0f. so that the last few millilitres will be almost

pure Hg02* this considerable difference in vapour
pressures also explains why the temperature has to be

raised towards the end of the process to keep the

distillation going at a reasonable rate.

In view of the fact that the most concentrated

hydrogen peroxide should, according to theory, distil

over in the last few millilitres, instead of collecting

the distillate in only one fraction in each receiver

according to the original method, it was decided to

collect the distillate in a number of small fractions.

If the above reasoning is correct, it would be expected

that/
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that the first few fractions collecting in both re¬

ceivers would be very dilute, while the last few

fractions collecting in the first receiver would be

very concentrated. Hence, by rejecting the dilute

fractions and employing, only the more concentrated

fractions for further concentration arid purification,

considerable time would be saved over the whole proce33.

That this postulate was correct can be very clearly

seen from tables X arid II. The concentrations effected

by distillation of the crude solution in this manner

(table X) are especially noteworthy, as the last frac¬

tion collecting in receiver B, from distillation of a

solution whose initial percentage of peroxide was only

5.8$, had a concentration of 68$ The concentra¬

tion of the last fraction naturally depends on the

amount of liquid collected in that fraction, and in

the above experiments it was usually adjusted that

this volume was 4-5 ml. for a crude solution obtained

from 100 ml. 20$ sulphuric acid. To effect this the

receivers were changed for the last time when well

defined striae were observed in receiver B owing to.

mixture of a concentrated distillate with a weaker one.

Owing to rejection of so much of the weak peroxide

solution, and the decomposition which inevitably occurs

during addition of the sodium peroxide to the sulphuric

acid and distillation, it cannot be expected that the

yields/
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yields obtained by the above process will be very high.

However, if the last two fractions obtained from the

first distillation were mixed in suitable proportions,

about 11-12 ml. of a 30$ H,0o solution could normally2 2

be obtained, which is equivalent to a yield of 50$ of

the theoretical.
2

It had been observed by Maass and Hatcher that,

if the vacuum distillation was carried out in the usual

way using an oil-pump, the oil tended to thicken owing

to oxidation, and for their method they devised a

special sulphuric acid vacuum pump, which, as well as

evacuating the system, also provided a certain amount

of concentration, the sulphuric acid acting as a

desiccating agent. It was later shown by Kilpatriok,
3

Keiff and Hice, however, that it was not necessary to

construct a special pump, as no thickening of the pump

oil was observed when a sulphuric acid trap was inserted

between the distillation apparatus aixi the oil-pump.

This trap has a twofold effect - it both prevents'

thickening of the oil of the pump, and acts as a desic¬

cator, thu3 concentrating the vapour. The reason for

the first of these is not quite clear, unless it absorbs

some hydrogen peroxide which would otherwise pass

through and oxidise tho pump oil. In the present work

the observation of Kilpatrick, Heiff & nice has been

confirmed, for in the presence of this sulphuric acid

trap/
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trap no deleterious effect on the oil or mechanism of

the pump has been observed.

In all distillations it was found that higher

concentrations were obtainable by performing the pro¬

cess at a reasonable rate rather than by allowing it

to proceed 3lowly. This may be considered peculiar

as it would be expected that at the higher temperature

a greater amount of decomposition would occur in the

liquid In the distilling fla3k. This did, of course,

occur, and the total yleld3 were probably not as high

as those which would be obtained at the lower tempera¬

ture, but the fact remains. Two possible explanations

suggest themselves, and the total effect is probably

due, to a certain extent, to both.

(a) If the distillation was carried out rapidly, a

smaller amount of the distillate condenses on the wall3

of the condenser, most condensation occurring in the

receiver which is cooled in ice water. The amount of

decomposition occurring in the latter is much less

than on the condenser walls;which are at a higher

temperature•

(b) With rapid distillation a smaller amount of per-
'

oxide vapour comes in contact with the condenser walls,

on passing through the condenser, and it would be ex¬

pected that the amount of decomposition would be smaller

than with slow distillation, where more would be ex¬

pected/
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expected to touch the walls, A certain amount of de¬

composition is inevitable from decomposition of the

condensate collecting in the condenser as it flows

down into the receiver. It would appear, therefore,

that to obtain a peroxide solution of high concentra¬

tion, the distillation should be carried out as ex¬

peditiously as po33ible, as the "time* factor seems to

have more influence on the ultimate result than does

temperature of distillation.

The last fraction distilling over, i.e. the most

concentrated fraction, always had a rather viscous

appearance, and had a tendency to collect in droplets

on the condenser wall, with consequent decomposition.

To eliminate, as far as possible, loss due to this

cause a vertical condenser was employed, but even here4

the droplets became quite an appreciable size before

they flowed down into the receiver. As mentioned above,

well-defined striae were observed when the concentrated

condensate came in contact with a weaker one, which

would also seem to indicate a viscous tendency, or at

least, a considerable difference in density. The most

concentrated liquid, however, was clear and mobile and

did not appear to be much more viscous than water,

which is in accordance with the measurements of Haass

2
& Hatcher, who found the two viscosities to be very

close in magnitude.

Another/
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Another peculiarity which was observed was that

even the most concentrated solution appeared to be quite

stable in the receiver in which it was collected# even

if that receiver were shaken. If it were poured into

another vessel# however# decomposition immediately

commenced# as was visible from the bubbles of gas

appearing in the solution. These bubbles all appeared

to originate on the wall of the vessel. For the esti¬

mation, samples were taken from the liquid by means of

a small pipette. home of the liquid was sucked up the

pipette, allowed to flew cut and then some more sucked

up. The actual sample analysed was taken from this

second quantity, and it was found with this procedure

that little or no decomposition was visible in thd

pipette. The relative stability of concentrated solu¬

tions was also observed# especially under vacuum.

If a vessel containing the very concentrated solution

(99$ Hg02) was evacuated by the oil-pump at room tempera¬
ture, very little decomposition was observed # but,when

the solution had become less concentrated,bubbles of

gas appeared very readily on evacuation. Thi3,along

with another effect described below, was used as a

rough guide to the strength of the peroxide used in

the subsequent experiments, for when the percentage

fell below approximately 95$, gas bubbles were much

more readily evolved than when the concentration was

about/
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about 99%, These observations corroborate in a quali¬

tative manner many of the effects previously discovered

and mentioned in the Introduction, i.e. the relative

stability of concentrated solutions, the fact that

these solutions apparently have the effect of destroying

active centres for decomposition (page 25) (indicated

by stability in the original receiver and in washed-out

pipette), and the heterogeneity of the reaction (de¬

composition appeared to occur mainly at the surface of

the vessel).

The last effect was also shown in another way.

It was observed that when peroxide,which had been

frozen at - 80°C,was being allowed to melt, and when

there was some solid in contact with the solution,

bubbles of gas were given off slowly at the solid-

liquid interface, which raises the interesting point

that solid HgOg apparently acts as a catalyst for
decomposition of its own liquid. This apparent paradox

is probably due to the fact that the solid provides a

surface at which decomposition occurs.

77
Maass and Herzberg have made the observation

that solutions of peroxide are very easily supercooled.

This has also been corroborated. When the concentration

of peroxide in the solution was about 99%% no difficulty

was encountered in getting the liquid to freeze on

immersing the vessel containing it in a solid C0g-ether

solution (about - 80°C). When, however, the solution

became/
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became weaker (below about 95$), the vessel with the

peroxide solution could be immersed in the freezing

mixture for an indefinite period without crystallisa-

tion occurring, unless the vessel were tapped or dis¬

turbed in any way when crystallisation immediately

occurred. If the concentration v/as below 90$, it was

difficult to crystallise the peroxide even by tapping

the vessel. This was used as another rough guide to

the strength of the peroxide in the reservoir.
•'1 I

It has been reported that very concentrated per¬

oxide solutions are liable to explode very readily.78
However, no explosive tendency was observed during any

part of the present work, under the conditions detailed

above.

Finally, it may be stated that the method of

preparation evolved above is very convenient for use

when small quantities of chemically pure very concen¬

trated aqueous solutions of peroxide are required for

quantitative work.

*
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11 • Di&WQamOft OF HYDttQGEfl PEAOXIDE VAPOUK.

Experimental Discussion.

Before discussing the experimental results, there

are several points with regard to the experimental

part of the work which are worthy of consideration.

The apparatus described above is essentially the

system employed extensively by hltchle and co-workers79
for investigations of, inter alia, the hydrogen-chlorine

reaction, the hydrogen-bromine reaction and the decom¬

position of ozone. It has the advantage that pressure

changes are measured by an all-glass system, and thus

any effect which might be Imposed on the reaction by

the use of a mercury or oil manometric system is elim¬

inated. In the present case it again proved very

satisfactory.

In the above mentioned systems it was found that

particular attention had to be paid to the selection of

a suitable tap-grease, as these were found to have

considerable effects on the reaction. The most suit¬

able was found to be Apiezon grease L, which had the

minimum effect, and as is apparent from the description

of the apparatus, it was used with one exception,

throughout the present work. This exception was in

the case of the apparatus shown in figure III where

the ground ^oint K became hot towards the end of the

distillation/
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distillation with the result that the grease became

fluid and tended to be sucked into the apparatus, thus

causing a leak and, possibly, some decomposition of

the hot vapour. In this case Picein wax was employed

and found to be satisfactory. I'he first set of experi¬

ments described below (page 95 ) were designed to test

the effect of tap-grease on the cool vapour (vapour

from the solution at room temperature), but on account

of other complicating factors the actual effect of the

tap-grease was obscured# It was evident, however, that

the effect, if any, was normally very slight.

On the hot vapour (i.e. about 80°C) the tap grease

did appear to have some effect, for, if a distillation

was carried out in an apparatus where the hot vapour*

had to pass through a greased tap (as was the case in

the first modification of the apparatus shown in

figure IV) the resulting concentration was less, by

about 10#» than the concentration obtained in the

absence of the tap.

All experiments, except those performed to investi¬

gate the effect of temperature, were performed with the

reaction vessel at a temperature of about 80°0, because

it was expected that, at this temperature, the rate
27

would be reasonably rapid, and also results obtained

at this temperature would be comparable with those

of previous workers, who employed temperatures in the

region/
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27,28,29
region 76 - 98 0 • Mien working at this tempera¬

ture difficulty was originally experienced in getting

sufficiently accurate temperature control with the

thermostatic system employed.

It is desirable that the changes in pressure due

to temperature changes should be below the minimum

pressure changes readable on the gauge. This require¬

ment is not exacting so long as the pressure in the

vessel is of the order of 1 mm., as is normally the

case, but when the pressure is greater owing, for ex¬

ample, to added gas it becomes much more exacting.

The most sensitive system used was accurate only to
+ o
- 0.15 0; the control in this case being an electrically

operated mercury expansion control, heat being supplied

by a black-coated carbon filament bulb (to prevent any

possible photochemical effect) immersed in the bath,

in conjunction with a gas burner below the bath, this

burner being so adjusted that it gave sufficient heat

to maintain the bath at a temperature of approximately

5° below the desired temperature• The water in the

bath was kept in constant motion by an electrically

driven stirrer, and the bath was well lagged with

asbestos to prevent heat losses. With this system no

correction for temperature was required with pressures

up to 20-30 mm. proauuro. above this, corrections had

to be applied for temperature, and these were found

experimentally by admitting some inert gas into the

vessel/
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vessel and recording press-ore changes for certain

changes in temperature, because, owing to various time-

lags in the system, the actual pressure ohange for any

recorded temperature change was not quite that calcu¬

lated from Boyle's and Charles' Laws. The same method

was employed to find the effect due to small tempera¬

ture changes in the gauge Jacket. The following table

gives one such determinations-

Pressure of gas (nitrogen) = 100.3 mm.

Temperatures. Temperature
?hangea.CI

Thermo¬
stat

°b
Gauge

°3

Thermo¬
stat

°C

Gauge

°C

82. 05 25.82
0.15 0.00

82. 20 25.82
0.50 0.00

81. 70 25.82
0.90 0.10

82. 60 25.92

Gauge
Reading

(R)
s. d.

63.4

64.0

62.0

65.3

AH

a.d»

0.6

2.0

3.3

Change in
Pressure (Ap)
(nBa»/0.1°q)

Thermo- „

atat °aug«

0.017

0.017

(0.017) 0.013

0.013Mean 0.017

(Ap/0.1°C for 100 ram. (calculated) = 0.028 mm.)

In the above determination the thermostat and gauge were

slightly overheated to give easily measurable tempera¬

ture and pressure changes. The seme procedure was

carried out for 500 mm. pressure, and here the corrections

were:*

Ap/0.1°C for Thermostat = Ap/0.1°C for Gauge — 0 .074 mm.

(Calculated Value = 0.141 ram.)

The ne/
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iheae experimentally determined corr©ctions were applied

to all runs where the pressure changes due to tempera¬

ture variations were measurable on the gauge system.

It had to be assumed that the various time-lags in the

system remained constant} in any case» the corrections

were not large# and gave# normally, a satisfactorily

smooth decomposition curve#

In order to prevent the heat from the bath heating

the tap-grease lubricating the joint <3 and the tap Tg
(figure V)# and possibly causing excessive decomposition

of the H, 0, vapour at these points (page 88 )f thek*

thermostat was provided with a metal cover well lagged

with asbestos# %hen the electric heater was employed

in place of the thermostat# the joint J was kept cool

by means of a jet of compressed air# and tap Tg was
sufficiently far away to be unaffected by the heat from

the furnace•

ho that the main decomposition might occur in the

silica vessel# the volume of the capillary tubing be¬

tween the vessel# tap Ig and the gauge was kept aa
small aa possible - the tctal volume of the tubing was

about 3# of the vessel volume. That the main decom¬

position occurred in the vessel was shown in preliminary

experiments where the capillary was closed by a sealed

off ground joint# The rate of decomposition in the

capillary alone was 2-3 times that observed in a run

with/
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with the vessel in position, but, a3 the volume of the
*

vessel was so large compared with that of the capillary,

calculation snows that, in practice, the observed rate

was almost entirely due to decomposition in the vessel.

In the first few runs with the apparatus, carried

out as described above (pp. 58-60), a peculiar effect

was observed, i.e. no increase in pressure was observ -

able even after several hours, after several attempts,

however, increases in pressure became apparent and,

after several more, became fairly reproducible. This

effect was only observed in the case of the large

silica vessel (volume = 31.35 ml.), and not in the case

of the other, although the first few results obtained •

with the latter were rather erratic. That this was not

due to tap-grease was shown by the fact that no such

effect was observed after tap T or the joint J were

regreased. The irregularity of the initial results is

therefore apparently due to a necessity for •ageing*

the silica vessel, a requirement which ha3 been noticed

by previous workers.®®
Keproducibility of results was, on the whole,

reasonable, but, in certain cases, appreciable differ¬

ences were observed in experiments carried out apparently

under the same conditions. These irregularities could

usually be traced to variation in the concentration of

hydrogen peroxide in the vapour introduced into the

vessel/
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vessel# and. could be allowed for by employing, in any

calculations# the percentage obtained from the ninfinity"

readings. Another possible cause of variation was
29

change in the surface of the vessel# Variations in

concentration of the vapour depended on several

points inherent in the method employed# e#g## if the

liquid in the reservoir was not stifficiently warm# it

took longer to establish the required pressure in the

vessel, with consequent greater chance of decomposition

in the tubing between the reservoir and the vesselj

if the liquid became too warm some decomposition occur-*

red in the liquid during introduction of the vapour

with the consequence that some of the decomposition

products entered along with the vapour# lowering the

concentration.

It should be mentioned that it was not always

possible to leave the vapour in the vessel overnight

to obtain the "infinity* reading# In those cases, an

approximate "infinity" reading was obtained# by extra¬

polation# from the time-pressure curve# and comparison

of this curve with others where the "infinity" reading

was known. It was possible in thi3 way to obtain

concentrations to within 5$. Several difficulties were

encountered in the calculation of concentrations for •

"infinity" readings, and these are discussed below.

It is noteworthy that the percentage of Hg0g
obtained/
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obtained from the vapour, as measured by pressure

changes, is the molar fraction of Hg0g expressed a3 a

percentage (this follows from the equation on page 64)

and thus it is convenient to work in these unit3. The

relationship between this "molar percentage" and the

weight percentage is expressed in the equation!

IHoOjTL = x 100
x/34 + (100 - x)/xe

where
m is the molar percentage} x the per-

-eontage by weight} (100 - x) the percentage water by

weight} 18 and 34 the molecular weights of water and

hydrogen peroxide respectively. Simplification of

this equation gives:

1800 xr~H o
L_* s. m 3400 - 16 x

Thus, a solution containing 99# by weight has

a concentration of 98.1# molar.

During the course of the experiments it was ob¬

served, as would be expected, that the concentration of

Ho0o in the reservoir tended to decrease with time.
C» £/

This concentration was examined by determining,from the

•infinity" reading, the concentration of peroxide in the

vapour delivered into the vessel from the solution,
72

and by employing the data of Giguere and Maa3s to give

the concentration in the solution. That this procedure

is justified i3 shown by the results of the following

section/
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section.

It was found, for example, at one time, that the

concentration in the vapour was 84#» while three weeks

later it was 78#, 'Ih©36 figures relate to solution

concentrations of 96# and 94# respectively, as the

difference between these figures gives the amount of

decomposition occurring in the solution over three

weeks while runs were being performed daily - i.e.

the solution was melted and re-frozen every day - it

is evident that preservation of the solution, by

freezing in a solid C02-ether mixture and connecting
it to a sulphuric acid desiccator when in the liquid

state, was very effective.

fthen the concentration in the vapour was considered

too low, the solution was re-concentrated by immersing

the reservoir, under vacuum, in hot water (at about

60°C) boiling some off, and using the residue as the

stock solution. One such concentration gave a figure

of 100# for the concentration of h^Qg, as determined
by the permanganate titration.

Discussion of hesuits.

After a few preliminary runs to stabilise the

system, the first point investigated was the composition

of the vapour delivered into the vessel from a solution

of/
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of known strength. The composition of vapours over

solutions of various concentrations has already been
v 72

investigated by Giguere and Maass, and by comparison

of their results with the present results it was hoped

to get an estimate of the amount, if any, of decompos¬

ition occurring while the vapour wa3 being introduced

into the reaction vessel, and from this to estimate

whether the tap-grea3e had any considerable effect on

the cold vapour.

The solution, from which the vapour was drawn, was

one which wa3 used for several preliminary experiments

to test out the apparatus, the concentration of

in the liquid being 78.4$ molar (87.3$ by weight).

The vapour above such a solution, according to the data

of Giguere and Haas3, should have a concentration of

HO, of 39$ molar. The assumption i3 here made that
45 M

the vapour over a solution at room temperature has the

same composition as that over a solution in the tempera¬

ture range 30-60°C, over which range it has been shown
72

to be constant.

In order to test this figure under the experimental

conditions employed,determinations of concentrations

in the vapour were performed in two different ways:

(a) in the normal decomposition manner (pages 58-60)

the results from which should obey the theoretical

equation (page 64):

nk o~l = 2 " p") x ioo|3°2] D -
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(b) In the presence of phosphorus pentoxide whioh

absorbs all the water present and, hence, give3 the

equation*

These two methods give results relating to dif¬

ferent conditionsj the first takes no account of any

decomposition products present in the vapour when it

is introduced into the vessel, while the latter gives

a measure of the total amount of oxygen present in the

vapour and, hence, the composition of the vapour as it

was drawn from the solution. The latter should, there¬

fore, yield results cotnparabxe with those of Giguere

and Maass, while the concentrations obtained from the

former should give a measure of the concentration of

peroxide in the vessel at the commencement of the re¬

action, and, by comparison of the two, a measure of

the amount of decomposition occurring while the vapour

was being introduced should be obtained.

The percentages obtained by the two methods are

shown in table IV (page 71). It is evident that the

difference between concentrations derived from the two

methods is slight (2$) and it would seem that very

little decomposition occurs during introduction of the

vapour to the vessel. However, although the concentra¬

tions obtained from method (a) are, on the whole, only

slightly/
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slightly lower than those from method (b), the inter¬

pretation is not so simple as it appears, on account

of several points which are discussed below.

The first very obvious effect, which, however, had

no influence on the actual concentrations obtained,

wa3 the fact that phosphorus pentoxide acted as a power¬

ful catalyst to the reaction. In the presence of

P,Or the reaction was normally complete in less than
2 o

five minutes, while in its absence, it was doubtful if

the reaction were complete even in 22 hours. There are

probably three main reasons for this - (a) provision

of a large amount of surface by the finely divided

PrG_ powder; (b) a possible 3llght effect due to the

removal of water (see pages 113-114); (c) a heating

effect due to combination of water with the

From later results it would 3eem that (a) and (c)

together have almos't certainly the greater influence.

A few of the results gave concentrations

higher than those expected from the data of Giguere

and Maass. This is apparently due to decomposition in

the solution while the peroxide vapour was being intro-

duced. Small bubbles were always observed in the

liquid - sometimes only a few, but sometimes quite a

number - and the oxygen from this source was mixed

with the vapour introduced into the vessel. The effect

on the calculated percentage would therefore be towards

higher/
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higher values in the P 0_ experiments and towards lower
2 5

values in the normal experiments. A3 indicated above

this effect was somewhat variable and may be one of the

main factors causing lack of reproducibility.

An observation made in all determinations with this

apparatus had considerable effect on the interpretation

of the present and all subsequent results and may

profitably be discussed here. Certain points mentioned

anticipate results which will be discussed later, but

for full interpretation of the above results it appears

necessary to discuss the effect rather fully#

A very slight pressure decrease was always observed

at the beginning of a run, which decrease was greater

the lower the pressure of hydrogen peroxide in the

vapour. This decrease in pressure was ascribed mainly

to adsorption of water vapour on the wails for several

reasons • (a) it could not be due entirely to H 0
2 8

as it was more pronounced the less the amount of per¬

oxide present; (b) it was much too pronounced to be

due to the small amount of oxygen present; (c) the

same effect was observed in an enhanced form on intro¬

ducing water vapour alone into the vessel. That adsorp¬

tion of hydrogen peroxide is also involved to some

extent was apparent from later results when figures of

over 100$ were obtained for concentrations in the

vapour at low pressures (0.2 - 0.5 mm,). In the latter

case/
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case the total pressure of water vapour in the vapour

is small, and here HgGg aPP©&rs "to be appreciably ad¬

sorbed. From consideration of all these facts, however,

it would appear that adsorption of water vapour is

relatively the greater.

It was also observed that when concentrated H.0
2 2

solutions were employed - e.g. the 98$ molar solution

- this pressure decrease was complete in about 1 second

after the tap to the reaction vessel was closed, while

with a more •dilute* vapour - e.g. the 39$ Hg0o vapour
from the 78.4$ solution - the original rapid decrease,

*

which was much greater in this case, was frequently

followed by a 3low pressure decrease, or no pressure

change, for a few minutes before the pressure began

to increase, as it should normally do. This would

indicate that the adsorption is only complete after a

few minutes, but in the case of the concentrated solu¬

tion the initial reaction rate is sufficiently rapid to

mask the effect, while in the case of the weaker solu¬

tion this is not so. In either case the initial rates

will, of course, be lower than the true rates.

It would be expected, however, that there would

be one exception to this - that is in the case where

the decomposition of H^Og initially adsorbed on $he
wall and not measured by the system exactly balances

the decrease in pressure due to adsorption. In this

case/
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ca3© the true decomposition curve and the experimental

curve should coincide - or more accurately* the true

decomposition curve will be parallel to the experimental

curve* the "pressure distance" between the two being

given by the amount of the original rapid adsorption.

This has actually been observed and will be discussed

later (page 122),

Confirmation of the fact that adsorption occurred

over several minutes even in the case of concentrated

solutions wa3 supplied later by 3ome experiments carried

out with the apparatus evacuated to a residual pressure

of 0.00025 mm, by means of a mercury vapour pump.

The apparatus was evacuated in this way for four hour3»

so that there would be greater chance of removal of

any adsorbed film. In this case, the slow pressure

decrease was observable for about 6 minutes, but after

that time the decomposition curve followed its normal

course•

The observed pressure-time curve would then appear

to be formed by the summation of three curves! (1) the

true decomposition curve - i.e. relating to the amount

of hydrogen peroxide measured by the system - which

gives an Increase in pressure; (2) decomposition of
*

HgOg initially absorbed but not measured by the system,
also giving an increase in pressure; (3) the adsorption

curve which gives a decrease. The effect of the second

of/
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True Decomposition Curve.

Experimental Curve.

Extrapolated Part of Curve.

Adsorption Curve.

p0 and p^ Experimental Initial and Final Pressures.
Po s-nd P oO True Initial and Pinal Pressures.

p'Q Initial Pressure from Extrapolated Curve.
Figure VIII.

of these is discussed later, so we may neglect it for

the moment, a sketch of the curves that might be ex¬

pected for the other two is given in figure VIII where

the first portions of the curves are considerably

magnified to show clearly the initial adsorption.

At the low pressures employed and in view of the

3mall amount of water originally present, it 3eems

improbable that the amount of water adsorbed would not

increase with increase of the partial pressure of water

vapour/
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vapour in the vessel - an effect which would be more

pronounced in the case of the concentrated peroxide

curve than in that of the other. The influence of this

on the rates of reaction will be discussed later as here

we are only concerned with the effect on the apparent

concentration.

The magnitude of the q,uick adsorption at the com¬

mencement of the reaction is doubtful as it wa3 too

rapid to be readable on the gauge. It was roughly

estimated, however, that in the case of the 98$ molar

solution it was of the order of O.Oi mm., or less,

while Tor the dilute solution (78.4$) it was of the

order of O.i mm.

Considering the effect of adsorption on the

calculated concentration of Hg0g, it is evident from
figure Viii that if the expression

M- = a(p°°Po~Po) *100 (1)
were used as it stands the values obtained would be

somewhat in error. The correct value for the concen¬

tration would be given by:

2(PoL - PQ )
m p"*o

x 100 (2)

where p<4 is the total pressure on complete decompos-
//

ition in the absence of adsorption and po is the

initial pressure in the absence of adsorption.

If/
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If the pressure-time curve is extrapolated to zero

time, however, the experimental equation becomes*

fE°g]m " 2 (P"p0" P° 1 * 100 (3>
where i3 the pressure at zero time for the extra¬

polated curve. Equation (3) should give a much more

accurate value than (1) for the concentration of per¬

oxide in the vapour - at least for vapours from dilute

solutions - both because (p^ - p^) is much nearer

(P<*> ~ Po ) ttian is (po° - Po)> arK* also p^ is less than

p0 and hence tends to raise the concentration slightly.

Further, any initial adsorption of peroxide not measured

by the system would also tend to increase the percentage.

From comparison of the curves for "dilute* and "concen¬

trated" vapours it is also evident that discrepancies

between the true and observed values will be greater

in the case of vapours derived from concentrated solu¬

tions - i.e. in the curve for "concentrated* vapour

2(Poo - Po ) / 2(pU - Po )
^_ l!

Po Po

but here again decomposition of initially adsorbed

unmeasured HgGg would tend to increase the percentage,
so that while divergences between true and calculated

values would be greater at high (1 mm.) than at lower

pressures (0,5 mm.) (owing to the relatively larger

amount of water present) they would be nearer the

correct/
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correct values than those indicated by the graph.

By employing equation (3) therefore and applying

a small correction for the initial adsorption, which,

as already stated, could not be measured accurately,

the concentration of Hg0g in the vapour should, in the
case of dilute solutions, be very little different

from the actual concentration present, while in the

case of more concentrated solutions the calculated

percentage in the vapour would be expected to be some¬

what lower than the actual concentration.

Exceptions to the latter statement would, however,

be expected in three cases - i.e. in that previously

mentioned (page 100) where the adsorption effect is

exactly balanced by decomposition of initially' ad¬

sorbed unmeasured &gQg; when the concentration is very
high (about 100$), for, as adsorption in this case

would be practically limited to HgOg, the calculated

percentage should be higher than the true percentage;

at very low pressures where the adsorption of

is comparable with that of water and the calculated

percentage would again be expected to be high.

Results in accordance with these three postulates

have actually been observed. It was noted that vapours

drawn from a concentrated solution (98$) tended to

give higher and higher values for the percentage as

the initial pressure decreased from 1 ram. to 0.3 mm.,

in/
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in the latter case the calculated concentrations some¬

times being over 100$. In view of this it would appear

that at initial HgOg pressures of about 0,6 - 0,7 mm,

the true and observed curves should be similar and the

experimentally determined percentage be the true per¬

centage - a supposition which from later results would

appear to be correct. It was further observed that a

more concentrated solution (in the region of 100$) gave

values of slightly over 100$ for the concentration of

the vapour confirming the other suggestion in the last

paragraph.

It should be emphasized that although these points

have been discussed in some detail the actual pressure

decrease due to adsorption was not large in. comparison

with the total change in pressure» e.g, a decrease of

0,01 mm, was observed for a 85$ vapour which gave a

final change in pressure of 0.45 mm. The effect, how¬

ever, cannot be neglected altogether since it does have

an influence on the percentage determinations and on

the rate constants of the decomposition.

The causes for difference between the values calcu¬

lated for the concentration of hydrogen peroxide in

the vapour are therefore four:

(a) decomposition in the tubing between the reservoir

and the reaction vessel;

(b) decomposition due to tap grease;

(c)/
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(c) decomposition of the liquid in the reservoir while

the vapour was being introduced;

(d) the "adsorption effect."

hach of these, in the experiments under considera-

tion tend to make results obtained by the normal method

less than those obtained in the presence of PgOg*
The relative importance of each of these causes is

somewhat difficult to Judge, but, as the difference

in the mean values obtained from the two methods is

only about 2-5$' (table IV), it would seem that the

tap grease, at least, can have very little effect on

the reaction.

It should be noted that the gauge employed in the

above experiments was rather insensitive and wa3 re¬

placed after this 3et of experiments by a much more

sensitive one, the calibration of which is tabulated

on page 62. However, since the error in the above

experiments was only of the order of 1$, it is evident

that the results with are slightly higher than

those in its absence.

One very important observation made in the above

experiments, and all subsequent ones, was that'the re¬

action did not cease after about 20$ of the peroxide

present had decomposed. This i3 in disagreement with

the observations of hlder and Hideal,28 who found such

a cessation in ail their experiments, but agrees with

the/
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PQ
the observation of hi3tiakowaky and noaenberg» who

found no such cessation.

as the role of oxygen in the reaction Is doubtful
k!8

- on© set of workers suggested it inhibited the re¬

action. while another considered it hai little or no

effect^ - the set of experiments discussed below were

designed to elucidate any possible effect on the system.

First of all an experiment was performed with no

added gas, and afterwards one was carried out where the

hydrogen peroxide had# aa nearly as possible within the

limits of manipulation, the same partial pressure aa

in the first# but where a small amount cf oxygen had

been added • 'ihe results obtained # along with the

calculated partial pressure j 'of hydrogen peroxide and

water are detailed in tables V and VI. ihe accompany¬

ing graph snows the time-pressure curvesj the similarity

between these curves is very striking, ihe same simi-

larity is apparent in the curve3 obtained by plotting

the partial pressure of hydrogen peroxide against time j

indeed# in this case, only one line has to be drawn

through the points. Ihe added oxygen lias therefor© no

effect on the rate of reaction under these conditions.

Ihere are two possible explanations for this re¬

sult# for it may be genuine, i.e. the oxygen has no

effect on the reaction mechanism# or it may be due to

two effects opposing each other and exactly cancelling

out/
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out. For instance if the x'eaction were a chain re¬

action, with an appreciable amount occurring in the gas

phase and the chains breaking on the walls, a small

amount of oxygen acting as an inert ga3 might decrease

the probability of the chain carriers diffusing to the

walls, and still not be sufficient to act as an efficient

chain-breaking; medium, if this were so, the addition

of a small amount of gas would incx'ease the rate of

reaction appreciably, but this might be exactly bal¬

anced by an inhibiting effect of oxygen, so that the

resultant rate would be unchanged. If such were the

case, it should be easily checked by performing other

expex'iments in the presence of small amounts of an

oxygen-free inert gas, such as nitrogen, which would be

expected to have no specific inhibiting effect on the

reaction, but which would provide a medium capable of

preventing, to a certain extent, diffusion to the wall,

so that an increase in rate would result.

In table VII are tabulated the results of 3uch an

experiment, and by plotting these on the original graph

it is immediately apparent that there is no measurable

increase in rate.

It should be mentioned that no "infinity* readings

were taken in the presence of any added gas, as it was

feared that leaving the gas in the vessel overnight

might have some undesirable effect on the surface, the

nature/
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29
nature of which must be kept as undisturbed as possible.

Consequently, the initial concentrations of hydrogen

peroxide used in calculations of its partial pressures

at the various time intervals during these runs were

based on "blank* experiments - i.e. experiments without

any added gas - carried out, as far as possible,under

the same conditions. Thus, the accuracy claimed i3

only to within a few per cent. That these concentra¬

tions were fairly accurate, however, was shown later on

the basis of an equation for the rate of reaction de¬

rived below.

The net result of this set of experiments was,

therefore, that oxygen, in small amounts at any rate,

had no inhibiting effect on the reaction. This is in

agreement with the results of Kistiakowsky and hosenberg,

but in opposition to the view of Elder and kideal that

oxygen acts a3 an inhibitor to the reaction. If the

equation derived by the latter wox'kers were correct,

i.e. if

where dx is the rate of reaction and rOgj the concen¬
tration of oxygen, it is easily shown that the rate of

reaction for 0.55 mm. HgOg in the presence of 8 mm.

added oxygen should be practically zero.

The method adopted in initial experiments in the

px*esent/
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present investigation was variation of one of the

factors over as wide a range as possible, while the

other variables were maintained constant within limits

of manipulation of the apparatus. In the case of the

variation of partial pressures of hydrogen peroxide,

however, it was impracticable to consider rates at

points where the partial pressures of oxygen and water

were both constant, so, as it has been 3hown that

oxygen, at least in small amounts, had no appreciable

effect on the system, attention was concentrated on

obtaining rates for various hydrogen peroxide pressures

at a constant partial pressure of water vapour.

By performing experiments with various initial pres¬

sures and various Initial HgQg concentrations, it was

possible to vary the amount of HgOg present at a given
water concentration without adding water vapour to the

system.

To this end several experiments were performed

with initial total pressures ranging between 0.6 and

1.2 mm., which gave almost a 1 t 3 variation in the

partial pressures of hydrogen peroxide at the partial

pressure of water vapour chosen. These limits were

imposed by two factors:

(a) It was not possible readily to obtain a higher

pressure of vapour without heating the Hg0g solution
in the reservoir, a procedure which had to be avoided,

as/
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as it would result in greater decomposition of the

liquid and consequent dilution.

(b) The range was limited by the partial pressure of

water chosen. The most convenient water vapour pres¬

sure over the above range was 0.35 mm., and for initial

total pressures of less than about 0.5 mm. it was found

that the time taken to reach this pressure during an

experimental decomposition was inconveniently long,

i'he lower limit at which rates were easily measurable

was therefore in the region of 0.6 mm, initial total

pressure•

The results obtained are detailed in table VIII

and are represented by the accompanying graph showing

rate against pressure of &2®2' rates were deter¬
mined by drawing tangents to the time - [^gOg curves
at the appropriate points and confirmed by measuring

the increase in pressure for two neighbouring points

on the curvej these rates are considered accurate to

approximately * 0.0003 mm. per min. From the table

and graph it is apparent that the rate is not pro¬

portional to the partial pressure of hydrogen'peroxide,

but to its square; the curve drawn on the graph which

is in excellent agreement with the experimental points

was actually calculated from the equations
r- -i 2

Kate = 0.055 [HgOj (4)

It/
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It is interesting to note that in the few Investi¬

gations into the thermal decomposition of hydrogen per¬

oxide vapour* so far published# the refaction has been

considered to be either of the first order.^7 or of
28

zero order. With regard to solutions the same two

orders have * so far as we know» been adopted in all

cases except two, where a blmolecular equation lias been

proposed (a) for a solution decomposing on platinum-
25

black while being irradiated by X-rays, and (b) for

moderately concentrated solutions (above | gm. mol.
81

per litre) being decomposed by colloidal platinum -

reactions which do not seem to have any obvious con-

nection with trie thermal decomposition of the vapour.

In the present case, for the conditions under con¬

sideration# there does not seem to be any doubt but

that the decomposition is bimolecular with respect to

the hydrogen peroxide concentration.

kention has already been made of the fact that
28

hlder and hideai considered inhibition by one of the

products likely and suggested oxygen as the possible

inhibitor. However# it has been shown above that

oxygen, at least in small amounts# has no appreciable

effect on the reaction, so the next set of experiments

was devised as a means of testing the effect of the

other product - water vapour - on the reaction,

For this purpose experiments were performed with

no/
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no added, gas, and then In the presence of 1, 3, 5 and

10 mm. added water vapour (see Experimental, page 57).

The results of these experiments were graphed in the

usual manner - i.e. partial pressure of HgOg against
time - and rates at a constant partial pressure of

*

HgOg determined as before. The results obtained are

shown in table IX and the accompanying graph. The

10 dhs, run was abnormal and will be discussed later j

it is therefore omitted from the table • From the

figures quoted it is evident that water does have 3ome

inhibiting effect on the inaction, although the rate

is not inversely proportional to the partial pressure

of water vapour. The curve drawn on the graph - which

fits the experimental points well - is the theoretical

curve calculated from the equation:

Kate st C.0094 o41
(1+0.15 [HgO] )2 (g)

This equation was found to fit the points better

than the equation

Kate = —_ (5a)
i + o.3

although the latter fitted well for pressures up to

1 mm. In point of fact, it can be seen that the two

expressions are really equivalent for low pressures of

water vapour, for if {^g^J less than 1 mm. the
third term of the expanded denominator of (5) becomes

negligible,/
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negligibde in comparison with the other terms and

equation (5} becomes:

hate » °»QQ9* ,

1 + 2 x 0.15 ggg
which ia equation (6a).

From the above reaulta we now have two equations

for the rat© of reaction i.e.

|| « 0.055 g86g 2 (4)
at 0.350 mm. partial pressure of HgQ j and

dX 0.0094 n fe)
It - (l + 0.15 p g )2

1

at 0.400 mm. partial pressure of HgOg. Combining
these equations we get an expression of the types

% = * M *
dt (1 v 0.15 g2g )2

%e have two means of calculating k in this equation,

for:
k

0.055 a ^ + 0^ig x 0.350)2

and also

k = 0.061

k x (0.400)^ = 0.0094

k « 0.058

The agreement between the values of k derived

in these two ways ia very good, and we may take the

experimentally/
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experimentally determined equation for the rate of

decomposition of &g0g vapour at low pressures in the
silica vessel used as:

az = o.oeo £h8o£[ b** (l * o.l5 |Bgff] )2 (6)
Several complete runs were examined by applying this

equation, and that it does hold for a complete single

run may be seen from the following set of tables.
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Table XI.

uarge reaction Vessel. Temperature of Vessel = 80 C,
Temperature of Gauge = 25.5°C.

Initial Concentration of H 0g = 68%>,
Experimental Values from Lmoothed Curve.

Time Pressure Time Pressure [Vi m hate (exp •) hate(ca

min. mm. min. mm. mm. mm. mm./min. mm./min

0 1.050 0 1.050 0.715 0.335 m !•

5 1.095 5 1.100 0.615 0 .435 0.0175 0.0201
10 1.140 , 10 1.140 0.535 0.515 0.0136 0.0148
15 1.165 15 1.170 0.475 . 0.575 0.0115 0.0116
20 1.195 20 1.196 0.423 0.627 0.0090 0.0090
25 1.215 26 1.215 0.385 0.665 0.0073 0.0074
30 1,230 30 1.230 0.355 0.695 0.0064 0.0063
40 1.255 40 1.255 0.305 0.745 0.0046 0.0046
50 1.275 50 1.275 0.265 0.785 0.0034 0.0034
60 1.290 60 1.290 0.235 0.815 0.0027 0.0027
75 1,300 70 1.302 0.211 0.839 0.0020 0.0021
90 1.315 80 1.311 0. 193 0.857 0.0018 0.0018

120 1.330 90 1.317 0.181 0.869 0.0014 0.0016
150 1.345 100 1.322 0.171 0.879 0.0011 0.0014
195 1.360 160 1.349 0.117 0.933 0.0008 0.0006

©0 1 .400

Table XII.

Large Reaction Vessel. Temperature of Vessel
Temperature of Gauge = 26.5°C.

Initial Concentration of Hg0g = 80$.

o
80 C.

Experimental Values from Smoothed Curve.

Time Pressure Time Pressure hate (e;

min. mm. min. mm. mm. mm. mm./min

0 0.745 0 0.740 0.590 0.150
'

-

5 0.780 5 0.780 0.510 0.230 0.0140
10 0,810 10 0.810 0.450 0.290 0.0114
15 0.835 15 0.835 0.400 0.340 0.0088
20 0.855 20 0.854 0.362 0.378 0.0070
25 0.870 25 0.870 0.330 0.410 0,0060
30 0.885 30 0.884 0.302 0.438 0.0048
40 0.005 40 0.905 0.260 0.480 0.0036
53 0.925 50 0.920 0.230 0.510 0.0027
60 0.935 60 0.933 0.204 0.536 0.0022

105 0.970 70 0.943 0.184 0.556 0.0017
120 0.975 ' 80 0.951 0.168 0.572 0.0014

90 0.958 0.154 0.586 0.0010
100 0.964 0.142 0.598 0.0009

Rate(calc.)

mm./min.

0.0146
0.0112
0.0088
0.0071
0.0058
0.0048
0.0036
0.0028
0.0022
0.0017
0.0014
0.0012
0.0010
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1AB.UK XIII.

o
Large reaction Vessel. 'lemperature of Vessel = 81.3 0,
lemperature of Gauge = 25.4°C.

Initial Concentration of HgO^ = 84$.
Experimental, Values from Smoothed Curve.

Time Pressure Time Pressure B.3 Bate (exp.) Kate(calc.

min. mm. min. mm. mm. gat. mm./min. mm./min.

0 0.741 0 0.741 0.622 0.119 _ _

5 0.782 5 C .781 0.542 0.199 0.0146 0.0167
10 0.819 10 0,815 0.474 0.267 0.0125 0.0125
20 0.364 15 0.843 0.418 0.323 0.0098 0.0096
25 0.878 20 0.863 0.378 0.363 0.0075 0.0077
30 0.889 25 0.878 0.348 0.393 0,0063 0.0065
43 0.914 30 0.890 0.324 0.4 17 0.0052 0.0056
52 0.930 40 0.912 0.280 0.461 0.0041 0.0041
60 0.942 50 0.930 0.244 0.497 0.0032 0.0031
75 0.960 60 0.944 0.210 0.525 0,0024 0.0024
90 0.970 70 0.955 0.194 0.547 0.0019 0.0019

105 0.978 80 0.963 0.178 0.563 0.0015 .0.0016
GO 1.052 90 0.969 0.166 0.575 0.0012 0.0014

100 0.974 0.156 0.585 0.0010 0.0012

TABLE XIV.

Large Keaciion Vessel, Temperature of Vessel - 81.5°C.
Temperature of Gauge = 25.4 C.

Initial Concentration of HgOg = 77$.
Experimental. Values from Smoothed Curve.

Time Pressure Time Pressure |fs°I] [V] Kate(exp.) Kate(cale•)

min. mm. ffiin. mm. mm. mm. mm./min. mm./min.

0 0.66c 0 0.650 0.500 0.150 «»

5 0.678 5 0.682 0.436 0.214 0.0105 0.0107
10 0.704 10 0.705 0.390 0.260 0.0082 0.0085
15 0.722 15 0.725 0.350 0.300 0.0070 0.0068
21 0.741 20 0.741 0.318 0.332 0.0058 0.0055
25 0.752 25 0.754 0.292 0.358 0.0045 0.0046
30 0.767 30 0.766 0.268 0.382 0.0040 0.0039
40 0.785 40 0.785 0.230 0.420 0.0028 0.0028
50 0.800 50 0.800 0.200 0.450 0.0024 0.0021
60 0.815 60 0.811 0.178 0.472 0.0018 0.0017
82 0.826 70 0.820 0.160 0.490 0.0014 0.0013
94 0.834 80 0.827 0.146 0.504 0.0012 0.0011
0O 0.900 90 0.832 0.136 0.514 0.0010 0.0010
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TABLE XV.

Large Reaction Vessel. Temperature of Vessel
Temperature of Gauge = 25.5°C,

= 84$ •

= 81.5 C

Initial Concentration of HgOg
Experimental. Values from Smoothed Curve.

Time Pressure Time Pressure [vi M Hate(exp.) Rate(ca

min. mm. min. mm. mm. mm. mm./min. mm./min

0 0.378

•

0 0.367 0.308 0.059
5 0.382 5 0.382 0.278 0.089 0.0052 0.0045

10 0.392 10 0.393 0.256 0.111 0.0040 0.0038
15 0.404 15 0.402 0.238 0.129 0.0034 0.0033
25 0 .415 20 0.410 0.222 0.145 0.0027 0.0028
30 0.422 30 0.424 0 • 194 0.173 - 0.0023 0.0021
40 0.433 40 0.436 0.170 0.197 0.0018 0.0016
50 0.445 50 0.445 0.152 0.215 0.0015 0.0013
60 0.452 60 0.452 0.138 0.229 0.0012 0.0011

TABLE XVI.

o
Large Reaction Vessel. Temperature of Vessel = 80 C.
Temperature of Gauge = 25.5 C.

Initial Concentration of LgOg = 82$.
Experimental. Values from Smoothed Curve.

Time Pressure Time Pressure p2°2] Kate(exp,) Rate (call

min. am. min. .rum. mm. mm. mm./min. mm./min.

0 1.150 0 1.150 0.944 0.206 - *

5 1.245 5 1.245 0.754 0.396 0.0290 0.0305
10 1.300 10 1.305 0.634 0.516 0.0198 0.0209
15 1.345 15 1.345 0.554 G .596 0.0148 0.0156
20 1.370 20 1.377 0.490 0.660 0.0118 0.0120
25 1.400 25 1.400 0.444 0.706 0.0097 0.0097
30 1.420 30 1.425 0.394 0.756 0.0078 0.0076
45 1.480 40 1.460 0.324 0.826 0.0055 0.0051
60 1.500 60 1.486 0.274 0.876 0.0040 0.0036
77 1.520 60 1.603 0.238 0.912 0.0028 0.0027
93 1.540 70 1.516 0.212 0.938 0.0G22 0.0021

80 1.527 0.190 0.960 0.0018 0.0017
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The equation was first of all applied to runs

where ^ was in the x'egion of 0.6 mm. and the
results are shown in tables XI, XII and XIII. The

agreement between calculated and experimental values

in these tables is excellent if one omits from, con¬

sideration values during the first ten minutes or soi

these are discussed below. In view of this close

agreement the equation was then applied to runs with

8°IP
and the results are shown in tables XIV and XV.

The agreement here i3 still good although at the lower

pressure not quite so good as previously. Finally,

the run with the highest initial partial pressure of

HO so far obtained (about 0.05 ma.) was tested on
<G

the basis of the equation, and, here again, the agree¬

ment between calculated and experimental results is

very good. In all cases, apart from the initial stages

of some runs, the agreement between calculated and
%

observed rates was within experimental error down to

0.1 mm. partial pressure of Ho0o. Although concen-
a a

trations of peroxide and water are given to the third

decimal place in the above tables, it should be noted

that the last figure may be unreliable. This will be

especially so in the case of water, as any oxygen due

to decomposition during or before introduction of the

vapour to the vessel is somewhat variable and cannot be

accounted/

lower initial pressures (down to 0.5 mm. hi
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accounted for, but the error will be very slight in the

case of H£Og concentrations, as these are calculated
on experimentally determined percentages. However, as

the partial pressure of water is only used in the term

(1 + 0.15 J^HgCTj)2 the partial pressure of water has
little influence on the calculation. It appears there¬

fore that equation (6), i.e.,

Hate
0.06

{1 + 0.15

is valid, under the present experimental conditions,

over the [HgOgj i range 0,95 to 0.30 mm., over the
m ran6e ~ 84$, and down to partial pressures

of HgOg of 0.1 mm. in any one run.
With regard to divergences between experimental

and calculated rates during the first 5 -10 minutes of

the reaoticn, it may be observed that the calculated

rate is slightly higher than the experimental rate at

high [H2°g]i agreement between the two gets better
as II OTL is decreased. 1'his can be accounted for

La £Ji
satisfactorily on the basis of the adsorption effect

previously discussed (pages 99-106 ), for, if adsorption

of water occurs over the first ten minutes, or so, of

the reaction,the observed rate will naturaxly be less

than the true rate, as the pressure will not increase

by the amount it should normally do in the absence of

adsorption.

Further/
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Further, as previously remarked, the true decom¬

position curve would be expected to correspond to the

experimental curve at medium initial pressures of Hg0g»
while at lower pressures the experimental rates would

be expected to be greater than the true rates on account

of decomposition of initially adsorbed peroxide not

measured by the system. The curves obtained for medium

initial pressures (0.6 - 0.7 mm.) should therefore fit

the equation for the rate of decomposition better than

those for higher (up to 1 mm.) or lower initial pres¬

sures ( < 0.5 mm.) This is in accordance with the

experimental data given in tables XI to XVI where

deviations are slight even over the entire range, al¬

though agreement between experimental and calculated

values is noticeablybetter at medium pressures than

at relatively higher or lower one3.

Times of half deconyposition (^i) £°c several runs

carried out under comparable conditions were examined

and are shown in table XVII.

IABUE XVII.

Large Keaction Vessel. Temperature of Vessel * 80°0.
Temperature of Gauge = 25.5°C.

M i
1 1 i

1 h M i
4 *

mm. min. mm. min. mm. min

0.944 21 0.660 23 0.550 28
0.798 20 0.622 33 0.380 28
0.715 29 0.590 35 0.275 49
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It can b© seen that, although the results are somewhat

erratic, tj. tends to increase as the initial concentra¬
tion of Hg0g decreases. Kow, it i3 universally agreed
th»t the decomposition of Hg0g is a surface reaction
(further evidence for this is given later) and it can

be shown that this is the result one would expect for

a bimolecular surface reaction retarded by one of the
82

products,where the retardation is not strong.

The equation for this type of reaction may be

derived as follows. Let _cT be the fraction of active
surface covered with molecules of the reactant which

is present at a pressure pA ard. jr' the fraction
covered by adsorbed product which is at a pressure pp.

Then the fraction of surface free from adsorbed mole-
/

cules is (l-<7"-cr)t and equating the rate of con¬

densation* on the uncovered surface with the rate of

evaporation from the covered surface (this must be 30

for equilibrium) we obtain*

fcl PA (1 " <r" cr') s *2r and k'l pp " (r" °~') ~ k2cr/
If we assume that the product is 3trongly adsorbed

while the reactant is only weakly adsorbed - a state

of affairs which we would expect to hold in the present

reaction (see page 100) - the expression may be simpli¬

fied*

/ /
Covered Surface - (f 8 kj Pp

*E * PP
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I fco
Uncovered Surface » (l - cr ) s= ,

"b * *1 %

Now the rate, in a bimolecular reaction is proportional

to the square of the amount of reactant condensing on

the uncovered surface so, if the rate of reaction

ls " if '
2

= k {(l - <r'> pa|
_ k (kg)2 PA2

(k' ♦ ^ Pp)K
= * PA2 (7)

(1 + b' Pp)'2
I

/ ki
where b = ._£ • If a is the original amount of

reactant (HgOgf, x the amount transformed in time
t (i.e. Hg0 formed), and c the amount of retarding
product (ttgQ) originally present.

dx k (a - x)2
dX " {l + b' (c + x)]2 ' (7a)

21M
2

(1 ♦ b' [Il2°J >2
(7b)

It may be observed that the equation (7b) derived by

this treatment is the same a3 that derived empirically
/

from the results, where the constants k and b had

the values 0.06 and 0.15 respectively.

This expression (7) may be expanded as follows:

- dp k Pa
=

1 + 2 b' pp + (b)2 pp2#
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J3ow in the px*es®nt caa© b' has the value 0,15 and, in

the experiments we are considering, pp is leas than
1 mm. Under these ooniitiona the term (b'pp2
becomes negligible compared with (1 ♦ 2 b'pp), 'Ihe
equation may therefore be written

- & - Kp*e
1 Hp £ b P|p

or - = * PA" (8)at 1 * b pp
I

where b « 2b, If we expreaa equation (8) in

the nomenclature used in (7a)i

dx _ k (a - x)e
ar (ea)

1 ♦ b (o * x)

Equation (8a) can now be integrated yielding the

equation*

s*r* v" t9)
therefore, if this expression were applied to a single

run, it is evident that a straight line should be ob-
1 x la

tained by plotting X a - x against X log a - x
1 x 1 a °

If we call X a - x , A, and 7 log^ a » x , B, we
v

can write (9) in the form

A a i>ab (c H- a) r i Ab(c h* a) 3 (10)

according to (10), therefore, the slope of the line
a b

will be !""■» b' (6 ^""a) * ,anl interoopt on the A
axis/
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k a

axis will be i + b (c + a). Knowing the 3lope of the

line and the intercept on the A axis, the values of

k and b can thus be calculated for that experiment.

as an example of the application of this equation,

the results obtained by its U3e on one complete run are

shown in table XVIII and the accompanying graph. For

interpretation of the final column in the table see

page 129 . It will be seen that the points vary some¬

what but tend to decrease towards low concentrations of

hydrogen peroxide. However, the line drawn on the

graph appears to fit the points fairly well and from
1 x

the intercept of this line on the f ' a - x axis and

its 3lope, the values calculated were

k = 0.066

b = 0.32

which is in satisfactory agreement with the values

obtained empirically (0.06 and 0.3 respectively).
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Table xviii.

Large Reaction Vessel. Temperature of vessel = 80°C .

Temperature of Gauge = 25.5 0.
Initial total pressure = (c + a) = 1.05 mm.
Initial partial pressure of HO s a = 0.715 mm.
Initial partial pressure of water = c » 0.335 mm.
x = (HgOj formed.j (a - x) » picO^"] at time t .

x (a - x) t

| M » I

1 x

rr-^-x log©a - x

mm.

0.292

mm.

0.423

min.

20 0.0346 0.0263 0.0555
0.360 0.355 30 0 .0337 0.0233 0.0550
0.410 0.305 40 0.0335 0.0213 » 0.0552
0.450 0.265 50 0.0340 0.0199 0.0566
0.480 0.235 60 0.0337 0.0185 0.0664
0.522 0.193 80 0.0337 0.0160 0.0570
0.544 0.171 100 0.0318 0.0143 0.0542
0.598 0.117 160 0.0319 0.0113 0.0553

•
Mean 0.0656

In calculation Of k in table it is assumed that
b = 0.30.

«
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1 x
Aa mentioned above, the values of IT " a - x

were slightly variable and little removed from constancy

over the entire range in any one run. This is exactly

what one would expect on closer consideration of equa¬

tion (9) when b is small, for as b gets smaller the

slope of the line through the points obtained by plot-
1

. x 1 a
ting f ' a - x against 7 loge a - x should get
smaller and smaller until,when b vanishes, it becomes

1
t x

zero, i.e. T ' a - x becomes a constant. Thus for

small values of b over the pressure range employed,

any slight experimental error becomes greatly magnified

(because the slope of the line i3 so small) on applying

equation (9), so that this method is rather sensitive

to apply to the present results. For a full direct

confirmation of the equation it would be necessary to

employ much higher pressures of HgGg and to follow the
decomposition curve over a much longer time range.

Employment of higher pressures was avoided in the

present work as it involved heating the solution with

consequent greater risk of decomposition, also the

time range was limited by several factors, including

the fact that towards the end of a run the pressure

changes became so small that errors were liable to occur

in reading the gauge.

However, the existence of the b term can be con¬

firmed in other ways. If we employ the experimentally

determined value of b in equation (9) we 3hould get a

value/
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a value for k which does not tend to decrease towards

lower concentrations of hydrogen peroxide, as does
1 x
IT ' a - x in the above table (XVIII). That this is the

case is apparent from the last column of the table

where k is calculated in each case from the equations

k =4 • —£— . 1 * r'wiij 1,05 - 0.3 £ log —-—• t a - x 0.715 t e a - x

The value of k over the entire range is satisfactorily

constant, confirming the fact that the decomposition

doe3 not quite follow the bimolecular law (i.e.
1 x

IT*a - x constant) but the modified bimolecular law

as given by equation (9).

Still another confirmation is supplied by another

method of application. From equation (10) above, know¬

ing the values of k and b , it is possible to calcu¬

late back to the time-pressure curve. Two examples of

this calculation are given in tables XIX and XX below,

and the accompanying graphs compare the calculated

curves with the experimental curves.
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TABuE XIX.

Initial total pressure = 1.06 mm.
Initial partial pressure of - 0.715 mm.

1 + b (c +■ a)
0.3.k » 0.056. b

Experimental

- 1.84. c = 0.335 mm.

Calculated

Time Pressure X (a • xji Pressure Time
min. mm* mm. mm. mm. min.

0 1.060 0.100 0.615 1.100 4.6
5 1.096 0.200 0.515 1.150 11

10 1.140 0.300 0.415 1.200 21
15 1.165 0.400 0.315 1.250 37.5
20 1.195 0.450 0.265 1.275 50
25 1.215 0.500 0.215 1.300 71
30 1.230 0.550 0.165 1.325 102
40 1.256 0.600 0.115 1.350 163
50 1.275
60 4.290 £i.B. Values of x in the above
75 1.300 table were chosen arbitrarily,
90 1.316 and the other values calculated

120 1.330 therefrom.
150 1.345
195 1.360

TABLE XX.

Initial total pressure = 0.741 mm.
Initial partial pressure of Bg0g = 0.622 mm.

k = 0 .057, b = 0.35. c = 0.119
1' + b

ran. —•
a

(c + i

Experimental Calculated

Time Pressure X (a - x) Pressure Time
min. mm. mm. mm. mm. min.

0 0.741 0.100 0.522 0.791 5.7
5 0.782 0.200 0.422 0.841 14.5

10 0.819 0.250 0.372 0.866 21.5
20 0.864 0.300 0.322 0.891 29
25 0.878 0.350 0.272 0.916 40.6
30 0.889 0.400 0.222 0.941 57.5
43 0.914 0.450 0.172 0.966 85
52 0.930
60 0.942
75 0.960
90 0.970

105 0.978

I
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The agreement between the experimental and calcu¬

lated curves, as shown in the above results is remark¬

ably good. Thi3 supports the various suggestions made

previously during discussion of the adsorption effect

in relation to initial pressures and observed rates.

Thus, there does not seem to be any doubt but

that the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide vapour

under the present conditions,i.e, low pressures in a

silica vessel, is a surface reaction following the

bimolecular law and being slightly retarded by water

vapour, the equation governing the rate of reaction

beings

= £ (a - x)g (? jar jr+TTTFiT^ v '
the constants k and b having the average values

0.0© and 0.15 respectively for the silica vessel used.

These values vary slightly over different runs presum¬

ably owing to change in the surface of the vessel.

There are several points of interest regarding

this equations
8£ ,83

(1) although it has been predicted by theory, both

on the basis of equilibrium considerations and the

theory of absolute reaction rates, so far as can be

ascertained, no other reaction following the full

equation has been discovered. Only one example of a

re.action which obeys a simpler form of the equation

is/
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is known to have been investigated - namely, the thermal

decomposition of nitric oxide by platinum, a reaction
Ol

which is retarded by oxygen. The equation derived

in this case was

dx _ k (a - x)2
3T ~ x

where the denominator (1 + b x)2 has, owing to large

adsorption of oxygen, reduced to the term x under the

experimental conditions employed, i.e. at a platinum

wire at temperatures above 1000°C•

(2) It is interesting to compare equation (7a) with

that derived by Jeu and Alyea64 for the decomposition

of aqueous solutions of hydrogen peroxide in the pres¬

ence of inhibitors. Their expression (see page 24) -

dx b K (1 - x)
37 kg + k, 0

where K
t kifk£ are constants, jC is the amount of

inhibitor and (1 - x) the amount of reactant undecom-

posed at time t - is similar to (7a) except that it

i3 derived from the unimolecular law. In deriving this

equation they assume a fairly long chain, a supposition

which, on the basis of iiice's work on the effect of

dust particles,15 does not appear to be valid. However,

it should be pointed out that the same equation can be

derived on the basis of a surface reaction, so it

would appear that the function of an inhibitor is to

render surfaces active for decomposition (e.g. of du3t

particles/
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particles) less available for the hydrogen peroxide,

further, it has also bean shown by Hiea and oo-workers

that in an ordinary "dusty" solution the rate of de¬

composition approximates to uniraolecular order.

The conclusion is. therefore, that here we have

an example of an unusual type of reaction, the kinetics

of which have been worked out by theory, but of whioh

no example has so far been studied.

It would be expected that at higher pressures,

where the amount of HgOg present is relatively greater,
this type would revert to a zero order reaction, and

this may explain the order as determined by illder and
28

Rideal. It would appear, however, that water and

not oxygen, as postulated by these workers, is the

retarding agent, and that the retardation is not quite

so pronounced as given by the equation;

dx
^ k

dt ~ x

where x is the concentration of water vapour. With

regard to their observation that the reaction ceased

after 20/ decomposition, it is here suggested that, in

their experiments, the surface, after the usual practice

of heating to 3G0°C, was in a state in whioh progressive

adsorption of water, produced by the decomposition,

reduced the surface available for decomposition to a

value such that no appreciable decomposition was

observable. In the present experiments the rates,

being/
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being proportional to tiie square of the H O concen-
2 2

tration and decreasing with increasing HgO, became
rapidly smalleri at about 20% decomposition the rate

curve did, in fact, show usually a noticeable inflexion.

In the case of the pressure-time curves for experi¬

ments performed in the presence of relatively high

pressures of water vapour (about 10 mm.) a pronounced

periodic alteration in pressure was observed. The

results obtained in one such experiment are detailed

in table XXI and are represented by the accompanying

graph.
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Table XXI.

Large Ua0ltM vassal. Temperatur • of vessel = 81.80°3,
Temperature of Gauge « 26.2o°<5. ~

Pressure of Water Vapour Added w 10 MB*

Time Pressure Time Pressure Time Pressure

mi n» mm. min. rara* min. fan*
0 0.745 26 10.796 47 10.860
6 10.856 27 10.793 48 10.864
7 10.015 28 10.796 49 10.889
8 10.793 29 10.826 50 10.904
9 10.781 30 10.834 51 10.893

10 10.770 31 • 52 10.693
11 10.767 32 10*811 53 10.886
12 10.770 33 10.826 54 10*882
13 10.767 34 10.030 56 10.882
14 10.774 35 10.837 56 10.882
15 10.793 36 10.830 57 10.889
16 10.793 37 10.841 68 10.889
17 10.804 38 10.822 59 10.896
18 10.819 39 10.846 60 10.907
19 • 40 10.841
20 10.822 41 10.822 99 10.960
21 10.815 42 10.822 100 10.956
22 10.830 43 10.860 101 10.952
23 10.604 44 10.866 102 10.941
24 10.815 45 10.848 103 10.937
25 10.804 46 10.856 104 10.919

Ten mra. of water vapour were introduced between
•

0 and 6 sain# Luring these 6 rain# the HgOg is assumed
. to decompose at its normal rate, and on the graph the

pressure la given as 10#745 mm, at 0 min. The theore*
tioal curve on the graph was calculated from the

integrated form of the full expression:

dx _ >(a - x)p"
dt {l + t^(c r 32;}^'

i.e.:

let - A—5 ©log —S— + Ox
a • x a • x

where
A _ 1 -I- b'(2a + 2o + a2b -+ be2 4- 2alao ;

B= 2b'(1+ b'c + b'a);
(3 = b' 2

; {
and & and &' had the value a 0.06 and 0.15 respectively.
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»

Here a periodio actual decrease in pressure is to

be observed, which is, of course contrary to the normal

increase due to the decomposition# The magnitude of

this decrease and of the periodic increases which follow

and precede it were much greater than could be accounted

for on the basis of any temperature alterations in the

system# At the pressure used (11 mm#) the increase in

pressure at, for example, time 42 - 44 min. would

correspond, on the basis of ^oyle's and Charles' Laws,

to an increase of 1#5°C, far outside the experimental

variations in the thermostat temperature. Indeed,

careful observation showed that decreases frequently

occurred while the thermostat temperature was actually

rising; it is therefore to be ooncluded that accidental

temperature variations of the system as a whole

oannot.be responsible# This was confirmed by an

experiment carried out with 10 mm# of water vapour in

the vessel, but no waa observed that aftsr

about 7 roin# the pressure fell to a steady value, and,

as expected, no periodic behaviour was observable#

Furthermore, that the phenomenon is not restricted to

temperatures in the region of 80°C was demonstrated by

an experiment carried out at 12Q°C, which gave essen¬

tially the same result as above#

The same phenomenon was observed at lower pressures

of water vapour although it was much less pronounced

(e.g# it just becomes apparent in the range 5-7 mm#

added/
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added water vapour), and it seems obvious that the

periodic variation must be due to circumstances connec¬

ted with the presence of water. Periodic variations

in the rate of decomposition of hydrogen peroxide have

been previously reported for solutions*decomposing at
p A

various surfaces, e.g. mercury, but this does not seem

to have any obvious connection with the present obser¬

vations. With regard to the decomposition of the
28

vapour, however, it has been reported that a mercury

surface does not exert a periodic action.

The present example is of unusual interest in

that an actual deorease in pressure is recorded, corres¬

ponding to an apparent negative rate of reaction. At

the relatively high pressure of water vapour employed

the amount of water adsorbed on the walls of the vessel

will be much greater than is usually found for the

normal decomposition at the low pressures previously

discussed. The pressure of H2O2 remained less than
1 mm. as before. Thus, as there is no evidence for

complex formation between the and the water in
28

the vapour, it seems likely that the periodic effect

in the presence of water vapour is not due to a gas-

phase reaction but is one which, as before, is dependent

on the conditions at the surface.

This is in agreement with the view of Hedges and
85

Myers that periodicity is 'associated with surfaces

and is probably a function of surface energy. 1 These

authofs/
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authors also state that the cleaning of reaction tubes

is of importance and that small quantities of various

substances can oause periodicity, although in several

cases these substances have not been identified.

However, it would appear that, in the present case,

water vapour is the cause of the periodioity.

It is obvious that, in such a periodio variation,

equilibrium processes cannot be involved at all stages

of the reaction# The previous theory of the surface

decomposition is based on the equilibrium between

adsorbed and gas- phase Hg02 - i.e. if areas were

imagined to be "cleared"by, say, the normal heat of reaction

causing local evaporation, such "olearings" and subsequent

condensations must reach an equilibrium condition
4

resulting in a smooth curve of decomposition.

The effect of added water vapour is normally to

reduce the rate of reaction by the factor
1

■■ ■ ■ - ■ y, this representing the decrease in
(1 + 0.15[H20])
surface available for adsorption and ultimate decom¬

position of the H202» It might be thought possible
that at 10 mm. water vapour pressure the number of avail¬

able centres would become negligible (any heat effect

would, of course, be less than before) and the kinetics

then not predictable on a statistical basis. The rate,

however, a3 given by a smooth curve drawn through the

averages of the extremes of pressure is slightly higher

than/
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than that expected according to the relation holding

at lower pressures (see graph for tahle XXI), but is

similar. It would appear, therefore, that the main

picture remains as before, but is obscured by some

factor depending on the high water vapour pressure.

If the added water merely covers more of the

"active centres" for decomposition, there is no obvious

reason why the velocity should depart from the normal

in the uncovered areas. The periodic variation must

thus be connected with the areas "covered" by water.

If this is so, the rate of reaction should be above that

expected on the basis of the formula, in agreement

with the results obtained.

Considering first the pressure decreases, it would

appear that there are two possible reasons for this.

Water vapour, in contrast to other gases, such as

etc., has been considered to form, at higher pressures,

£6
a multimolecular surface layer. 'When the pressure

decreases, therefore, one of the possible processes

occurring is removal of some gaseous HgO? by solution
in this layer; the other possible process is adsorption

of HgO sued HgOg on areas which have been "cleared" by
desorption as described below. This, in turn, is

followed by an increase in pressure due to decomposition

and desorption (vide infra) and so the cycle is

repeated.

With regard to the increases in pressure, it is

immediately/
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immediately obvious that these cannot be due entirely

to decomposition of the HgOg, as the summation of all
the3e increases over only the first 60 minutes of the

reaction is greater than can be accounted for on the

basis of the amount of HgOg present. The increases
cannot therefore be due to a mechanism of, say, a

thermal chain reaction of the unstable non-stationary

type, which might be envisaged as auto-catalytic and

increasing by virtue of the heat of decomposition made

available at earlier stages. They must therefore be

accounted for by a non-equilibrium condition resulting

in the expulsion of H2O2# H2O and O2.
As described in the Introduction (pages 19 - 27),

the accepted theory of the decomposition of H2O2 in

aqueous solution involves the presence of solid-liquid

interfaces (e.g. at the surfaces of dust particles and

at the walls of the vessel). In these case3 the

solution layers envisaged above must be involved. If

the reaction is truly a surface one, then some separa¬

tion of HgOg from the solution must take place. It has
been observed, also, that freezing out of HgOg in aqueous
solutions is a matter of some difficulty (pages 85-86,

see also reference 77), and although the cases are not

quite parallel some degree of separation must be

involved in both. If solution of in the adsorbed

water layer is followed by displacement of water from

the surface by H2O2# & preferential adsorption of H202
to/
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to HgOg# forming an aggregate of H202 molecules, may

ooour, oorresponding to rapid crystallisation of H2O2
from a supersaturated solution. The subsequent decom¬

position of an adsorbed H2Q2 aggregate might then be
in the nature of an incipient explosion, either by a

chain reaction or a heat effect. The tendency for

concentrated H2C>2 solutions to explode has already been
78

recognised.

These remarks are in agreement with an explanation
15

suggested by Rice for the high quantum yields obtained

on irradiation of ordinary "dusty" solutions of H202»
He suggested that the H2Q2 molecules were adsorbed in
aggregates on dust partioles, absorption of one quantum

of light energy decomposing one molecule, and this

causing decomposition of the whole aggregate.

The effect on the surfaoe in the decomposition of

the vapour would be different from that in solution, in

that, in the latter, heat effects would be dissipated

by the large amount of water present, and the amount of

H202 available for concentration at the surfaoe limited

by diffusion to the "active centres" from the main body

of the solution. In the present case, therefore, some

of the H202 must be taken to decompose, but to account
for the pressure increases observed this decomposition

must be accompanied by temporary removal from the

neighbouring surface of some water and H202, as well as

the oxygen formed. It would then be expected that the

rate/
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rate of reaction would be greater at the beginning of

the run but fade off towards the end. From the

experimental results it can be seen that the first of

these criteria is satisfied, but the reaction has not

been followed sufficiently far to observe the second.

This explanation, therefore, does appear to be in

accordance with the recorded data, and may be summarised

as followss

Full confirmation of this theory would require further

investigation. It is suggested that a good method of

recording the results would be to have a mirror attached

to the pointer of the gauge, the path of a spot of light

reflected from this mirror being recorded on photo¬

graphic paper on a rotating drum. This would be more

accurate for observation of the actual periodic

variations, for when readings are taken every minute,

as in the present case, the actual trough or ore at of

the "wave" may be missed.
This example of periodicity is especially worthy

of consideration, as the conditions tinder which it was

observed differ completely from those under which the

periodic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide has so far

been/

(HgOg +■ F Wxr n _u u ^adsorbed

desorption
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24
bean investigated, and its investigation might lead to

«

a olarifioation of the mechanism of periodic reactions.

No full investigation was possible during the time of

the present research.

On completion of these sets of experiments, a

short study of the effects, on the decomposition, of

various gases was carried out. Several experiments

were performed, first of all with various pressures of

added nitrogen, following the procedure detailed on

pages 60 - 61. As it had been shown that small

quantities of oxygen did not have any appreciable

effect on the reaction, another set of experiments were

performed employing higher pressures of oxygen* To

complete the series two experiments with small amounts

of hydrogen and one with carbon dioxide were carried

out. The results of all these experiments are tabulated

in table X (page 75) and those performed under compar¬

able conditions are represented by the accompanying graph.

In general, it is evident that there is a decrease in

the rate of reaotion as the concentration of added

gas increases. It should be mentioned that the Hg and
OOg experiments are not striotly comparable with the
others, as they were performed after concentration of

the Eg 2 solution in the reservoir and, also, higher
initial pressures were used. The results are compared,

in each case, with an experiment with no added gas

performed at about the same time and under the same

conditions./*
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conditions* The rates for each set are compared at

partial pressures of KgOg and H^O as constant as
possible within the limits of manipulation of the

apparatus.

The relative rate of diffusion of a partial® A

through a gas X is given toy the equation^

°x=A+y <r«txi*1
where M = molecular weight of diffusing particle;

A

Kg — molecular weight of gas X;
=. sum of radii of diffusing particle A and

gas molecule X;

and [xj - pressure of gas X.
?or a mixture of HgOgwith other gases (M^, Mg, etc.)

the time of diffusion through a certain distance is

taken as:

t = —i— —i- + -i-
%°S> % %

and the relative rate of diffusion is then:

-I
-4- _J_ ••»»•)

D,r X>„ T /b =
d +. .V h2°2 Ml «2

This formula may be applied when the distribution of

diffusing particles remains unaltered throughout the

reaction vessel.

Using the following data it i* possible to evaluate
I) for any pressure of added gas:

Sv
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■* 8
(jL, = 3 x 10* cm. (An approximation from the known

HgOg
m S 8

struoture); <Fr ~ - 2.6 x 10* cm.; or = 2.9 x 10* cmHoO 00-& -8
(jz. = 3.1 x 10 cm. j el, = 2.3 x 10 cm.; ,

2 h2
(TZr. - 3.2 x 10* om.002

Concentrations [x] were expressed in millimetres.

It can then be shown that the relative rate of

diffusion of HgOg in the presence of a certain amount
of nitrogen is very close to that in the presence of

the same amount of oxygen, e.g. values for jD for

169 ram. are:

12
J) = 1.67 x 10 for 02;

12
and D = 1.62 x 10 for Ngj

while for 76 ram#:

1) - 3.69 x lO1^ for 0£;
and 1) = 3.58 x lO^* for Hg.

Therefore,, if the observed decrease in rate of reaction

with increasing concentration of added gas is due to

the decrease in diffusion of HgOg from the bulk of the
vapour to the wall, with consequent decrease in the

HgOg available for adsorption and subsequent decom¬
position, it is evident that the rates should decrease

by practically the same amount in the presence of added

oxygen as in the presence of the same amount of

nitrogen. That this hold3 in the present case is

evident from the graph of table X, where the points

for Og and ITg are reasonably close to the same curve.

Further/
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Further, unless diffusion of HgOg to the wall is
the rate-determining step, which seems unlikely under

the present conditions (low pressures and high HgQg
concentrations), it would he expected that the rate of

reaction would he constant until a certain pressure of

added gas is reached, and would decrease with increased

pressure when the rate of diffusion becomes a factor

in the determination of the rate of reaction. In the

case of nitrogen and oxygen it can he seen that the

reaction rates are unaffected up to ahout 10 mm. added

gas and then decrease, which is in agreement with the

above postulate.

Examining the experiments carried out in the presence

of hydrogen and carbon dioxide, it is evident that

2 mm. of Hg and 11.4 mm. of CQg have little, if any,

effect on the reaction rates. For 10 mm. of Hg it is
evident, however, that the rate is definitely below

that in the 00g experiment. This is contrary to what
one would expect on the basis of the diffusion theory,

as hydrogen should have the least effect of any of the

gases, e.g. for 10 mm.:

D = 9.74 x 1013 for H2;
and D = 2.20 x 1013 for OOg.

As the decrease in rate of reaotion cannot be accounted

for by the diffusion theory, it would appear, therefore,

that hydrogen has some effect on the reaction

mechanism/

\
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mechanism at the temperature employed; perhaps in some

71
suoh manner as envisaged by von Elbe and Lewis (see

page 30)• Elucidation of this point would require

further investigation.

Experiments performed in the presence of 500 mm.

added gas gave rather erratic results. One with 500 mm.

Eg gave a reaction rate of 0.0021 ram./min. at 0.400 ram.

HgOg concentration, which fits in fairly well with
what would be expected on the basis of the diffusion

theory. Another, carried out under apparently the

same conditions, gave a rate of about 0.0050 mra./min.,

while one with 500 mm. 0^ gave a rate of 0.0030 ram./roin.,
both at 0.400 ram. HgOg concentration. It should be
pointed out that determination of rates in these oases

was difficult, as it appeared that periodicity was

again becoming observable. However, the evidenoe for

this is not conclusive, as the periodic variations were

of the order of the "temperature corrections" for

thermostat variations, so this point also might repay

, further investigation.

As it has been reported that the temperature

coefficient of the thermal decomposition of hydrogen
29

peroxide vapour is almost negligible, the next set of

experiments dealt with the variation of reaction rate

with temperature. For this purpose, several experiments

were performed at temperatures between 15°and 140°G.
In this case the thermostat round the reaction vessel

was/
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was replaced by the electric heater(page 52), and the

temperature adjusted by means of a hand rheostat and

an accurate thermometer# The [jlgQgJ-time curves were
plotted as before, and the reaction rates at a fixed

partial pressure of HgQg determined# The results are

shown in table XXII and the accompanying graph# As all

the experiments were not performed with the same initial

pressure of HgQg the rates were determined at a
oonstant partial pressure of HgOg and corrected for
the additional amount of water present, on the basis of

the equation for the rate of reaction; the corrections,

however, were small in all cases#
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Table XXII.

Large Reaction Vessel, Temperature of Gauge s= 25.0

Jh2°2] " 0.205 ma. ■ v
Temperature
of Vessel,

°<3
{jI2°2] i

mm.

Rate(exp.)
mm./min.

Rate (corr.)
mrn./min.

15 0.562 0.0013 0.0010

50 0.620 0.0027 0.0025

60 0.640 0.0020 0.0018

70 0.690 0.0030 0.0029

82 0.856 0.0050 0.0049

99 0.940 0.0095 0.0095

111 0.920 0.0115 0.0115

120 0.664 0.0146 0.0142

137 0.870 0.0210 0.0206

Rates in last column corrected toj

[120] = 0.745 mm.
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It can be seen that the rate varies very little

over the temperature range 15 - 6Q°CJ, but above 60° it

increases considerably. From the graph obtained it is

possible to calculate the apparent heat of activation

of the reaction over several temperature ranges. The

heat of activation at any temperature is given by the

equation:
JE

Rate = ice t

where k is a constant depending on the concentration;

£ is the natural base of logarithms; is the apparent

energy of activation; R is the gas constant; and T is the

absolute temperature. Thus, if we take rates at two

different temperatures, all other conditions being the

same we get:

Ratei = ke
i|

and Rateg = ke
Then

Ratel _ ef (?2" ^
Rate2 ~ ® * x »

and hence we can determine jS over the range chosen. In

this way £ was determined for several ranges, the values

obtained being given in the following table.

Table XXII1.

Temperature Range Apparent Heat of Activation
°K cal s*

288-333 3800
333-353 7550
353-373 8050
373-303 7600
393-413 6700

Mean £ over range 333 - 413°K = 7500 oals.

In/
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In the above determination it was not found prac¬

ticable to exceed 140°0, ae the rates above that tempera¬

ture became too rapid to be easily measurable by the method
was

employed. This set of experiments wuro performed v?ith

the roost concentrated solution of hydrogen peroxide so

far used (analysis with permanganate gave a figure of

100%), and a difficulty encountered in these runs was

that the percentage of EgOg in the vapour, as calculated
from the infinity reading, was frequently over 100%.

The reason for this has already been discussed under the

"adsorption effect" (pages 99 - 106).

It should be noted that the apparent energy of

activation is not constant over the range employed# In

the region 15 - 60°0, the value obtained was 3800 cals.,

while above 60°0 the average value was 7500 cala. This

is what would be expected if a gas-phase reaction were

becoming appreciable, the smaller value being that for

the surface reaction and the upper one taking into

account the gas-phase reaction. The appearance of a

gas-phase reaction above 60°0 might also account'for the

apparent effect of hydrogen on the reaction# If the

gas-phaae reaction, under the conditions employed, is

bimolecular, there would be little change in the equation

derived for the rate of reaction. This point al30

requires further investigation.

It is interesting to compare the above values with

that obtained by Allmand and Styled® who found the heat

of/
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of activation for the photochemical decomposition in

solution to be about 5500 cals*

For a final series of experiments the reaction vessel

used up to this point (volume =■ 31*35 ml*) was replaced

by the small reaction vessel (volume = 21*74 ml*}.

After several runs the results became reproducible, and

an example of a determination carried out with this

apparatus is given in table XXIV*

fable XXIV.

Small Reaction Vessel* Temperature of vessel = 83*0°C*
irature of Gauge = 25.0°0.

Time Pressure Time Pressure

min* mm* min* mm*

0 0.756 21 1.170

1 0.830 30 1.212

2 0.895 46 1.243

5 1.010 52 1.251

7 1.057 oo 1.412
11 1.121

There are several points with regard to these

results which require consideration* The most obvious

is that the percentage of in the vapour, at the

given gaseous pressure, as calculated from the "infinity"

reading, is in the region of 170$. Experiments with

the other vessel carried oyt just prior to this gave

figures of 98 - 99$, which is what one would expect, from

the concentration of the solution* It might seem, at

first sight, that this abnormal result might be due to

some/
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some defect in th© apparatus. 3uch as a leak; but this

cannot be, for the increase of pressure over the first ten

minutes (at 10 mia. it gives a concentration figure of

approximately 100^) ia much greater than that occurring

over 20 hours# i#e# between the last reading and the
M i*

infinity reading, where the pressure increase ia only

0.161 mat These figures were reproducible and so it

would appeor that the effect ia genuine. This result

again demonstrates the surface nature of the reaction,

for, if the reaction were in the gas-pha.se, the concen¬

trations obtained in the two vessels should be the same,

and the total rate should be less in the smaller vessel#

An attempt wa3 made to de.duoe the order of the

reaction from these results. The rates of decomposition

were determined in the usual manner at several time inter¬

vals in the range 0-10 rain# The concentrations of

HgO£ at the intervals chosen were then calculated on the
basis of the initial concentration being 100$# As it

had been shown earlier that the retardation by water

was small, this was neglected# With these assumptions

it wa9 found that the rate was approximately proportional

to the concentration of KgOg present, i#e# the apparent
order of the reaction is the first.

How, it is evident from the results for the percen¬

tage H2O2 quoted above that considerable adsorption of

HgOg must occur on the surface of this vessel. If the
surface were fully saturated, an apparent order of zero

would/
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would be obtained, irrespective of the true order of the
09

reaction."* it has been shown above that, for a aurfaoe

which is not saturated, the order of reaction is the

second. Therefore, at an intermediate stage the reaotion

should be approximately uniraolecul&r. This may be the

state of affairs existing here.

It has recently been shown that potassium chloride
88

promotes recombination of OH radicals, so an attempt

was made, using the small reaction vessel, to determine

the rate of reaction with the surface covered with

KOI. It was hoped, in this way, to gain some information

about the reaotion mechanism. The vessel was coated
t

by washing out with a 10^ KOI solution and drying by

evacuation with the oil-pump. The results were incon¬

clusive, however, for the rate in the presenoe of KOI

was slighly faster than that in its absenoe (pressure

increases of 0.148 ran. and 0.139 nun. respectively were

obtained during corresponding time periods in comparable

runs), but this increase may be accounted for by the

introduction of fresh surface - in the form of KC1 -

into the vessel.

(finally an attempt was made to evaluate an

equation deduced from the theory of absolute reaction

rates for a bimolecular surface reaction inhibited by

one of the products, and to compare it with the results

obtained above. The equation obtained above for the

rate of reaction in the large silica vessel was (page 124);
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dt (1 + 0.15pp)2
If we assume, for simplicity, that we are dealing with

1 mm. of in the absence of water, the denominator

This can easily be reduced to the number of molecules

per 31.35 ml. reacting per second and, knowing the

approximate apparent surface area of the vessel (54 sq.

cm.), to the number of molecules reacting per sq. cm.

per second. The value obtained in this case is

12 mZ 1
15.9 x 10 molecules cm. sec.

How the equation derived for such a reaction from

theory (reference 83, p.385) is:

a = total number of possible sites adjacent to

any reaction centre;

Cg - concentration of reactant in the gas phase;
cg - number of reaction sites per square centi¬

metre of surface;

OgP — concentration of inhibitor in the gas phase;

J- = partition function for activated complex;
= partition function of tiie reactant for unit

volume;

(1 + 0.15pp)2 becomes unity, and we get:

— = 0.06 mm./min.
dt

where v = rate of reaction;
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CwJw...,

J-g = partition function for reaction sites;
e == natural base of logarithms;

£0 = heat of activation at 0°Ki

= Boltzmann's constant;

T ~ Absolute temperature;
^ p /£T

and A = an expression of the type , which
W«

need not concern us here, as we are considering

the case where cgj; is zero, and thus the
t erm Ap vani she s •

By assuming *r> to be unity (reference S3, p.38?), and
J s

substituting for the expression in reference 83, p#

374, we get the final expression:

£

V °g°s l^J647r4(87l3ABr.^2TTa)3(^T)6 8
where <j~, C7J - symmetry numbers of reaCtant and

activated complex, respectively;
.27

h = Pl&ncic's constant = 6»65 x 10 ;

A, B, 3 = the three momenta of inertia of the

re act ant;

Ja = Haas of a molecule of the reaotant.

3"rora published data the following values may be

inserted in the above equation for KgGgj
c = 2*74 x lO^molecules (1 mm. at 355°K);

O

o Di lo'^ sites per sq. cm. (reference 83, p.374);0

,s^4 (see reference 83, p.374);
CT ■= (T^ (see r"eyTcrence £3 ,

«/

(f) As3hn . -fo A T
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A — 33.2 x 10*40 gm. cm? (reference 53);

B = 33.5 x lo"40 gm. cm? (reference 53);

(3 = 2.7 x 10"40 gm. cm? (reference 53);

34
m - __ gm. ;

6.06 x 10~o

T — 355°K ; 1.37 x 10~16 ergs/degree;

* and 4* —

J? R

where jS0 = heat of activation per mole at 0°K;
R = gas constant = 1.98 cals./degree.

If the experimental heat of activation were constant

over a wide range of temperature, this might be substi¬

tuted for i:0. (See reference 83, p.381). However, as

shown in the above results the energy of activation

changes at about 6Q°G from 3800 Cals. to 7500 cals.

We can substitute both these values for jS0 and evaluate
the equation in each case. We then get:

v = 9.7 x 10"^ molecules oml^ seol^ (3800 cals.)
v = 5.13 x 101® molecules onu2 seel* (7500 oals.)

The first of these is in good agreement with the

experimental result (15.9 x 10 molecules cm! sec! )

and this calculation, therefore, is in confirmation of

the suggestion made earlier that the value of the energy

of activation over the range 15 - 60°0 refers to the pure

surface reaction, while above 60oC5 some disturbing faotor

is becoming appreciable.

The values obtained finally for the rate of reaction

are therefore:

12 m2 ~X
■Experimental v = 15.9 x 10 molecules H2O2 cm. sec.

12 ~2 -1
0alculated v =• 9.7 x 10 molecules HgQg cm. sec.
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SUMMAKY.

1® A convenient method for the preparation of small

quantities of ohemic ally pure very concentrated

aqueous solutions of hydrogen peroxide has been devised.

2. The composition of the vapour drawn from a solution

of know strength at room temperature was found to be

substantially in agreement with that expected from

published data. Several points regarding adsorption

of HgO and HsGg on the walls of the reaction vessel, in
which the decomposition was investigated, and the

effect of this on the experimental values for the

concentration of HgOg in the vapour and on the apparent
reaction rates have been discussed.

3. The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide vapour in

a silica vessel at low pressures (less than 1 mm.) has

been investigated, mainly at 80°0, but also over the

temperature range 15 - 140°0.
4. Oxygen, at low pressures (less than 10 mm.), was

found to have no appreciable retarding effect on the

reaction; the rate of reaction was found to be propor¬

tional to the square of the partial pressure of HgOg
at a constant partial pressure of water vapour; water

vapour was found to retard the reaction slightly.

5. The reaction has been found to be a surface

reaction of an unusual type, the equation governing the

rate of reaction being:

d[H20£] _ k [KpOa 2
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k and Id in the experiments under consideration having

the values 0,06 and 0.15 respectively, when the rates

were expressed in millimetres per minute. This

equation has also been derived theoretically from

equilibrium considerations.

6. Periodic variations have been observed in decom¬

position curves for experiments performed in the presence

of high pressures (about 10 mm.) of water vapour.

Possible reasons for this behaviour have been discussed.

7. The effect, on the decomposition, of various gases

has been investigated; oxygen and nitrogen,at higher

pressures (above about 10 mm.),retard the reaction to

approximately the same extent, as would be expected

from diffusion theory.

8. The apparent heat of activation of the reaction

has been found to be approximately 7500 cals. over the

temperature range 60 - 140°0, but much smaller (about

3800 cals.) over the range 15 - 60°0.
9. An attempt has been made to evaluate an equation

giving the reaction velocity for a reaction of this

type, as derived from the theory of absolute reaction

rates. The velocity so determined was found to be
12 -2 -1

9.7 x 10 molecules &2Q2 ora* 3ec# » *n g°0<i agreement
with the experimental value of 15,9 x lO"^ molecules

Hg02 cm.2 secl^
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